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INTRODUCTION 
In 1971 the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and 
Cultural Organization (UNESCO) created the Man and the 
Biosphere (MAB) Program for the purpose of promoting 
rational use of the earth's resources. Formal involvement 
by the U.S. began in 1971. By 1976, 28 biosphere reserves 
had been selected in the U.S., includinq Biq Bend National 
Park (BBNP) (Fig. 1). The purpose of this 2-volume report 
was to provide an interdisciplinary reference volume of 
literature citations for BBNP and the surrounding Chihuahuan 
Desert, and to provide a synopsis of research completed at 
BBNP. 
Objectives of the biosphere reserve proqram are to: (1) 
preserve biological diversity, (2) provide areas for 
ecological and environmental research, and (3) provide 
facilities for education and training. Criteria for 
selecting biosphere reserves are suggested by UNESCO (1971) 
and Risser and Cornelison (1979). The kinds of data that 
should be collected at biosphere reserves are identified by 
the National Science Foundation (1978, 1979) , Wiersraa et al. 
(1978), and" the U.S. Dep. of State (1979). 
In 1981 an ACTION PLAN was developed for biosphere 
reserves (UNESCO 1981). Three areas of concern were 
identified for action: (1) improvement and expansion of the 
biosphere reserve system, (2) development of basic knowledge 
for conserving ecosystems and biological diversity, and (3) 
making biosphere reserves more effective in linking 
conservation and development. The minimum set of activities 
desirable at biosphere reserves are to: (1) obtain base-line 
inventories of flora and fauna, (2) establish an ecological 
monitoring plan, (3) prepare a history of research conducted 
at the reserve, (9) establish research facilities and 
programs, (5) establish traininq and education programs, and 
(6) address biosphere reserve functions in a management 
plan. 
In 1976 Big Bend National Park and 27 other units of land 
in the U.S. were designated Biosphere Reserves. In an 
effort to determine the deqree to which biosphere reserves 
in the U.S. were fulfilling their purpose, the U.S. MAB 
conducted a survey of biosphere reserve managers in July 
1981 (Gregg and Goigel 1981). Activities for which 
information was sought included: base-line information, 
environmental monitoring, and ecological research. There 
were significant gaps in base-line data at all biosphere 
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r e s e r v e s ; BBNP ranked 32nd of 36 b iosphere r e se rves 
surveyed. Most r e s e r v e s a l s o r epor t ed s u b s t a n t i a l 
inadequac ies for long- term environmental raonitorinq d a t a ; 
BBNP ranked 25th. Eco log ica l programs a t most r e s e r v e s were 
not adequate to provide information needed to support 
management programs. BBNP ranked 32nd. Ninety-seven 
percent of the b iosphere managers s t a t e d t h a t quidance from 
MAB would be of va lue in meeting b iosphere rese rve 
o b j e c t i v e s . A major impediment t o the e f f e c t i v e use of 
b iosphere r e s e r v e s was the lack of a r e s e r v e - s p e c i f i c source 
document l i s t i n g s c i e n t i f i c a c t i v i t i e s , data management 
c a p a b i l i t i e s , and i n s t i t u t i o n a l agreements . 
At a workshop on b iosphere r e s e r v e s held in 1982 a t 
K a l i s p e l l , Montana, p a r t i c i p a n t s suggested t h a t o n - s i t e 
a c t i v i t y , awareness of MAB, and c o o r d i n a t i o n were not 
adequate for an e f f e c t i v e program (Parks Canada and U.S. 
Nat l . Park Serv. 1982). Many reasons were g iven : e. q. (1) 
MAB i s i n a format ive s t a g e and not many people a re f ami l i a r 
with t h e b iosphere r e se rve program or i t s o b j e c t i v e s , (2) 
most MAB work r e f l e c t s t he independent n a t u r e of 
pa rk /b iosphere r e se rve s t u d i e s , and (3) d e s p i t e NPS e f f o r t s 
to develop a common system of monitoring i n a reserve-wide 
con tex t , emphasis c o n t i n u e s t o be on p a r k - s p e c i f i c needs 
t h a t r e l a t e d i r e c t l y to resource management. What i s 
requi red is" a c l e a r s t a tement of management o b j e c t i v e s and, 
in most i n s t a n c e s , t h e i r r e fo rmula t ion t o i n c o r p o r a t e the 
MAB phi losophy. 
The Nat iona l Park Serv ice i s address ing some of t h e needs 
of b iosphere r e s e r v e s by developing a "His tory of s c i e n t i f i c 
s t u d i e s " for i n d i v i d u a l r e s e r v e s . In t h i s h i s t o r y , prepared 
s p e c i f i c a l l y for BBNP, we addres s a l l the minimum a c t i v i t i e s 
suggested fo r b iosphere r e s e r v e s (UNESCO 19 84) and provide 
background informat ion on MAB needed by o n - s i t e personnel . 
S imi la r r e p o r t s have been published for the Great Smoky 
Mountains and Glac ie r Na t iona l Park Biosphere Reserves 
(McCrone e t a l . 1982, Heywood e t a l . 1984) . 
Volume I of t h i s r e p o r t c h a r a c t e r i z e s the research 
environment a t BBNP and provides a synops is of t he kinds of 
da ta a v a i l a b l e for the Park. 
Volume I I i s in tended as a r e f e r ence volume to the 
s c i e n t i f i c a c t i v i t y conducted a t Big Bend Nat iona l Park and 
t h e Chihuahuan Deser t . I t was prepared in the form of an 
annota ted b ib l iog raphy . The d i s c i p l i n e s we reviewed were: 
a q u a t i c sys tems, a rchaeo logy , c l i m a t e , geo logy/pa leon to logy , 
h i s t o r y , s o i l , t e r r e s t r i a l fauna, use and e f f e c t s , and 
v e g e t a t i o n . References were obta ined from four sources : (1) 
commercial computer based l i t e r a t u r e s e a r c h e s , (2) a review 
of l i t e r a t u r e c i t e d i n publ ished and unpublished r e p o r t s , 
(3) r e p l i e s t o our r e q u e s t s for r e f e r e n c e s from 125 
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scientists in the U.S., Mexico, and Canada, and (4) a 
biblioqraphy provided by personnel at BBNP. A copy of the 
bibliography is available on computer tape at the N?S 
Southwest Region Office in Santa Fe, NM and at BBNP. 
A separate report, based on Volumes 1 and 2, was prepared 
for BBNP. It provides an assessment of the research program 
at the Park and qives recommendations aimed at promoting the 
biosphere concept of resource management and research. 
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Cooperative agreements between BBNP and individual 
researchers are common for short term {< 5 yr) research. 
Usually agreements are verbal and state only what the Park 
will provide to the scientist. 
Assistance from Park personnel 
The Resource Management Specialist can arrange lodging, 
provide access to data bases, and issue permits. 
Information for scientists conducting research in the Park 
are included in materials provided by the Resource Manager. 
Housing 
K-bar {fig. 2) is the primary lodging facility for 
researchers. It is a four room structure with six single 
beds. Furnishings, appliances, electricity, water, and 
kitchen utensils are provided. Usually, people conducting 
long-term work reside at K-bar. Bedding must be supplied by 
the researcher. Rent at K-Bar, in 1984, was 
$5.00/person/night. 
Barker house (near Rio Grande Village) was designated as 
a MAB research station in 1980. Researchers on short-term 
visits usually stay here. The facilities are similar to 
those at K-Bar. Rent in 1984 was $10. 00/person/night. 
Campgrounds are located near Castolon, Rio Grande 
Village, and the 3asin. Rooms and a restaurant are 
available at the Chisos Mountains Lodge. 
Office and lab space 
Office space is not available; however, temporary work 
space is occasionally provided in the Naturalist's Workshop 
or conference room. A small wet lab and darkroom are 
located at Park headguarters. 
Computer facilities 
The Park has 15 terminals on a Data General S-140 system 
(!6-bit AOS) . These terminals may operate soley with the 
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P a r k ' s mic rocompute r o r l i n k wi th t h e Data G e n e r a l MV4000 
s u p e r m i n i - c o m p u t a r a t NPS R e g i o n a l h e a d q u a r t e r s i n S a n t a 
Fa, MM. A remote t e r m i n a l i n t h e Resou rce Manage r ' s o f f i c e 
i s used t o o b t a i n f i r e wea ther from t h e F o r e s t F i r e 
I n f o r m a t i o n R e t r i e v a l Sys t em. 
DATA BASES 
Documents 
There a r e two s o u r c e s of documents a t Big Bend N a t i o n a l 
P a r k ; t h e N a t u r a l i s t ' s l i b r a r y and f i l e s in t h e Resource 
Management S p e c i a l i s t ' s o f f i c e . The N a t u r a l i s t ' s l i b r a r y 
c o n t a i n s m a t e r i a l used by Park N a t u r a l i s t s t o deve lop 
i n t e r p r e t i v e p rograms f o r t h e g e n e r a l p u b l i c . The f i l e s in 
t h e R e s o u r c e Management O f f i c e c o n t a i n j o u r n a l a r t i c l e s , 
u n p u b l i s h e d m a n u s c r i p t s , t h e s e s , r e p o r t s , and o t h e r i t e m s 
r e l a t e d p r i m a r i l y t o r e s e a r c h and r e s o u r c e management. Th i s 
r e p o r t c o n c e r n s t h e s e v e r a l hundred p u b l i s h e d and 
u n p u b l i s h e d r e p o r t s f i l e d i n t h e Resou rce Management 
S p e c i a l i s t ' s o f f i c e . A l i s t of t h e s e documents i s a v a i l a b l e 
a t t h e T a r k . 
Unpub l i shed d a t a i n c l u d e : 
1 . N a t u r a l R e s o u r c e s Management P lan 
2 . H i s t o r i c R e s o u r c e s Management Plan 
3 . F i r e Management Plan 
4 . Backcoun t ry Management P lan 
5 . R ive r Management P l a n ( i n p r o g r e s s ) 
6. A q u a t i c R e s o u r c e s Management P l a n ( in p r o g r e s s ) 
Ha te r r e s o u r c e s management p r o f i l e ( in p r o g r e s s ) 
7 . Big Bend Gambusia H a b i t a t Management P l a n (1984) 
8 . Weather d a t a 
9 . Data from e n v i r o n m e n t a l m o n i t o r i n g program 
10. P l a n t l i s t (1983) and c a r d f i l e ; Denver S e r v i c e C e n t e r 
1 1 . Event r e c o r d (Card f i l e of u n u s u a l s i g h t i n g s ) 
12. Species checklists 
13. Soil map and description of soils (1984) 
14. Spring survey: point water sources, 5 Vols. 
15. Annual census data for peregrine falcon. 
16. Data from IBWC for Rio Grande 
17. Permit files for backcountry and river use 
18. Historic Structure Survey: 6 Vols. (1983) 
Maps 
1. USDI G e o l o g i c a l Survey 
T e r l i n g u a - C h i s o s M o u n t a i n s , Texas 
S c a l e 1:130000 ( fo r s a l e a t t h e Park) 
2. USDI Geological Survey 
Big Bend Nat iona l Park, Texas 1970 
Scale 1:100000 (for s a l e a t the Park) 
3. USDI Geologica l Survey 
7.5 minute s e r i e s 
Scale 1:24000 (for s a l e a t t h e Park) 
4 . Flood p la in e l e v a t i o n of Rio Grande wi thin boundary of 
t h e Park. 
Southwest Region Off ice , NPS 
Santa , NM (in prep.) 
5 . Geologic map 
Scale 1:62500 
5. Vegetat ion map 
Warnock and Killan 1970 
Scale 
7. Vegetation map (foothills and desert) 
Leopold 1983 (1 copy in RM office) 
Scale 1: 100000 
8. Vegetation map (Nyquist) 
Denver Serv ice Center , Science Div. 
Sca le 1:125000 ? 
9. Land s t a t u s and boundary 
Source - Big Bend Nat ional Park F i l e s 
10. P la t maps 
County A s s e s s o r ' s Of f i ce , Alpine , TX 
11. General" s o i l map 
Soil Conservation Service 
12. Soils of Big Bend National Park 
In progress 
Collections 
Collections at the Park are stored at Park Headquarters 
in the Naturalist's Norkshop. The first entry in the 
accession catalogue is dated 8 July 1954. There are now 522 
entries for 4732 catalogued items. Naturalists are the 
primary users of the collections. 
The herbarium contains 2489 sheets, dating back to the 
1930s. Geology and paleontology collections total 250 
items; the archaeological collection 400 specimens and 
history 300 items. The zoology collection includes 50 
mammals, 140 birds, 30 fish, and several hundred arthropods. 
Photo file 
Severa l hundred photos and s l i d e s a r e s t o r e d a t BBNP; 
however, t h e r e i s no master l i s t . There a r e s e r i e s for 
vege ta t ion p l o t s , h i s t o r i c a l s t r u c t u r e s , and point water 
sou rce s . Aer ia l photographs (black and whi te , and 1:36000 
color) and LANDSAT da ta a r e a v a i l a b l e for the Park. 
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£azi£onmental monitoring stations 
1. Five weather stations are located within the Park 
(Fig. 3). Data are collected by Park personnel. 
Temperature (high and low) and rain gauges are monitored 
daily at 8:00 AM. Fire weather is calculated each day for 
all stations except Persimmon Gap. Rainfall data is 
collected by the International Boundary and Water Commission 
(IBWC) at the two stream gauging stations on the Rio Grande. 
2. Stream level gauges at Castolon and Rio Grande 
Village are read by Park personnel (Fig. 3). 
3. The IBWC maintains 2 stream gauging stations within 
the Park boundary. One is 2.2 km upstream from the old 
Johnson Ranch headquarters on the Rio Grande; the other is 
on Terlingua Creek 4.2 km above its confluence with the Rio 
Grande. Data has been collected at both stations since 
1936. At Johnson Ranch station discharge measurements are 
determined 27 times a year, data from an evaporometer is 
also kept. Discharge measurements are recorded 29 times a 
year at the Terlingua gauge, water level is recorded 
continuously. The nearest sites for which water quality 
data of the Rio Grande are available are upstream at 
Presidio, Texas and Ojinaga, Chihuahua, Mexico. Downstream 
measurements are available for Foster Ranch near Langtry, 
Texas and Rancho Santa Rosa, Coahuila, Mexico. 
4. A Sierra high volume particulate sampler was 
installed near K-bar in April 1980 and a National 
Atmospheric Deposition (NADP) unit in May 1980. The Sierra 
unit was replaced with an SFS Fine Particulate Sampler in 
1983. Telephotometer readings began in 1978. They are 
taken three times daily, 364 days per year. NADP samples 
are collected weekly. Raw data from the telephotometer is 
sent to Las Vegas, Nevada; data from the SFS Sampler to 
Crocker Nuclear Lab, U.C. Davis, California; and data from 
the NADP system to Champaign, Illinois. 
Literature Cited: 
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SYNOPSES OF DATA BASES 
This section of the report provides a synopsis of the 
kinds of data available for BBNP, We summarized the 
information from nine disciplines: aquatic systems, 
archaeology, climate, geology and paleontology, history, 
soil, terrestrial fauna, use and effects, and vegetation. 
The objective of these sections was to provided an overview 
of the data available; detailed information is in the 
annotated bibliography. All citations in this section are 
of work done within the boundary of BBNP. 
Following the summaries for each discipline is a 
subjective determination of the "level" of work. These 
levels were developed from "United States Man and the 
Biosphere Program (MAB): Long-term ecological monitoring in 
biosphere reserves." (U.S. Dep. of State 1979). Level "one" 
data is of the simplest kind, e.g. a breeding record for a 
species of bird. Level "two" data is more structured, e.g. 
an investigation of a specific problem. Most masters and 
PhD theses are examples of level two data. Ecosystem or 
community modeling are the best examples of level "3" data. 
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AQUATIC SYSTEMS 
Inventory of Hater Resources 
Inventories and reconnaissance surveys of water resources 
of BBNP have been made by Twichell (1966), Legqat et al. 
(1968), and Howarth (1976). Howarth (1976) visited 131 
springs and recorded several measurements for each. 
Limnological information has been collected for the Rio 
Grande (Lind 1976). Annual reports by the International 
Boundary and Water Commission (1931-1980) present data on 
water parameters for the Rio Grande from New Mexico to the 
Gulf of Mexico. 
Gibson (1983) investigated hydroqeoloqy and qround water 
sources in the Panther Junction area of BBNP. Abbott (1983) 
examined the geometry of shallow bedrock aqaifers in the 
same region. Archer (1982) studied the characteristics of 
the Green Gulch alluvial fan. 
Deal (1979) examined the Rio Ccnchos-Rio Grande drainage 
system and developed an historical explanation for low water 
levels in the lower Rio Grande. Elevations alonq the flood 
plain of the Rio Grande have been determined (Anon. No 
date.) . 
Geothermics 
Henry (1977) and Bennack et al. (1973) collected 
geological, chemical, and biological information from Hot 
Spring sites to establish benchmark data. Hot springs and 
geothermic characteristics of water resources in the Park 
were studied by Henry (1977) , Bennack et al. (1978), Cole 
and Bane (1978), Taylor et al. (1979), and Wilson (1983). 
Taylor et al, (1979) examined heat flow and temperature 
gradients between the river zone of Rio Grande Valley in 
BBNP and the high plains to the east of the valley. 
MllSE Quality 
Water guality characteristics have been measured 
throughout BBNP. Chemical analyses of water from 3 test 
wells at Castolon were reported by Rawson (1963). The 
International Boundary and Water Commission (1931-1980) and 
Leggat et al. (1968) included chemical analyses in their 
evaluations and survey of potential water sources in the 
Park. 
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Lind and Bane (1975) monitored 18 aquatic ecosystems 
between Hot Springs and Boguillas Canyon and examined 
biological and chemical indicators of water guality. More 
recently Lind (1980) reported findings for a similar but 
expanded investigation of water quality in the Park. 
Fuchs (1976) analyzed pesticide levels in several springs 
in the Park. Environmental Consultants, Inc. (1976) 
measured pesticide and herbicides (silvex) levels in water 
samples from Oak Springs and McKinney Springs. 
The level of mercury in water associated with old mining 
activities was determined along the Rio Grande from Alamito 
Creek to Terlingua Creek by Kettle (1972). Houston and 
Dumas (1974) studied mercury levels in the Rough Run 
Terlingua Creek and Rio Grande areas of BBNP. Mattison and 
Nelson (1980) proposed the collection of water and mud 




Lind and Bane (1975) analyzed species diversity in their 
limnological survey of the aquatic resources and collected 
invertebrates to be used as biological indicators (Bane and 
Lind 1978). Bane and Lind (1978) analyzed standing crop, 
biomass, and species diversity of the benthic invertebrates 
in Tornillo Creek. Cole and Bane (1978) identified a new 
species of invertebrate, Thermgsphaergma subequalum. Lind 
(1982) described the biogeographic affinities of the benthic 
communities from a sample of creeks in the Chihuahuan 
Desert. 
Fish 
Hubbs (1958) prepared a checklist of fish for BBNP. He 
identified 25 species as definitely occurring in the Park, 
and 13 other species that may occur. 
Other studies of fish in the Park included an 
investigation of the seasonal changes in fish populations in 
Tornillo Creek (Hubbs and Wauer 1979). Burr (1976) 
collected specimens and reviewed the taxonomy of the Mexican 
stoneroller (Campostoma ornaturn) . Kettle (1972) determined 
the mercury concentrations in fish along the Rio Grande from 
Alamito Creek to Terlingua Creek. 
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£12 ££212% gam busia 
The endangered Big Bend Gambusia (GamilUsia aa i^e i ) i s 
found only within the boundar ies of t he Park (Hubbs 1929). 
Severa l s t a t u s r e p o r t s and management p lans have been 
prepared t o help ensure the s u r v i v a l of t h i s f i s h (Hubbs and 
Brodrick 1963, Hubbs e t a l . 1977, Moore 1980). 
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" L e v e l " of d a t a 
Inven to ry . 
Leve l 2 
T w i c h e l l 1956 , Legga t e t a l . 1968, Howarth 1976, Lind 
1976, Deal 1979, Arche r 1982, Gibson 1933 , I n t e r n a t i o n a l 
Boundary and H a t e r Commission 1931-1980 , Anon, no d a t e 
2§2th§£n!ic;§ 
Level 2 
Henry 1977, Bennack et al. 1973, Cole and Bane 1978, 
Taylor et al. 1979, Wilson 1983 
_Water Quality 
Leve l 2 
I n t e r n a t i o n a l Boundary and Water Commission 1931-1930, 
Rawson 1963 , Leggat e t a l . 1968 , Dumas 1974, K e t t l e 1972, 
Lind and Bane 1975, E n v i r o n m e n t a l C o n s u l t a n t s , I n c . 1976, 
Fuchs 197-6, Lind 1980 , M a t t i s o n and Nelson 1980 
Fauna 
Le ve 1 2 
Invertebrates 
Lind and Bane 1975, Bane and Lind 1978, Cole and Bane 
1978, Lind and Bane 1980, Lind 1982 
Fish 
Hubbs 1958, Kettle 1972, Burr 1976, Hubbs and Wauer 1979, 
Gambusia gaigei - Hubbs 1929, Hubbs and Brodrick 1963, 




Surveys of archaeological sites in BBNP were reported by 
Peabody (1909), Smith (1923), Young (1929), Anon. (1937), 
Anon. (No date a), Cook (1937), Kelley et al. (1940), and 
Campbell (1967, 1970a). Campbell (1960) and Bousman and 
Eohrt (1974) reviewed archaeological literature for the 
area. Setzler (1943) discussed the association of 
archaeological materials with geological deposits in the 
region of the Park. 
Shelters 
Harr ington (1928), S e t z l e r (1932, 1935), Smith (1932, 
1940) and Anon. (1937) desc r ibed evidence of cave-dwel l ing 
people in BBNP. Informat ion about rock c o n s t r u c t i o n s and 
o ther s h e l t e r m a t e r i a l s used by e a r l y occupants in the 
region was r e p o r t e d by Smith (1932, 1951) , Smith and Kelley 
(1933), Eeed (1936), Anon. (1937), and Andretta (1979). 
T e x t i l e s 
The textile making activities of early inhabitants in the 
Big Bend area were discussed by Smith (1932, 1932, 1933, 
1935, 1940, 1941, 1941), Anon. (1937), and Davenport (1938). 
Artifacts 
Harrington (1928), Setzler (1932), Smith (1932, 1933, 
1945), Niebuhr (1936), and Anon. (1937) described artifacts 
found at archaeological sites in the Park. Kelley (1943) 
and Andretta (1979) discussed the early use of tools and 
weapons. 
Reports of pictographs, petroglyphs, painted pebbles, and 
other rock art at Park sites were made by Smith (1923, 1932, 
1946), Eeed (1936), Jackson (1938), Davenport and Chelf 
(1941), Walker and Chelf (1941), Crowley (1980), and 
Lowrance (1982). 
EESSSEZitiojl 
Baskin (1978) and Panowski (1981) investigated potential 
effects of construction activities for a highway realignment 
project near archaeological sites within BBNP. 
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"Level" of Data 
Sites and Shelters 
Level 2 
Peabody 1909; Smith 1923; Harrington 1828; Younq 1929; 
Setzler 1932, 1935, 1943; Smith 1932, 1940, 1951; Smith 
and Kelley 1933; Reed 1936; Anon. 1937; Cook 1937; Kelley 
et al. 1940; Campbell 1960, 1967, 1970a, b; Bousman and 
Rohrt 1974; Andretta 1979 
Textiles 
Level 2 




Tools and weapons 
Harrington 1928; Setzler 1932; Smith 1932, 1933, 1945; 
Niebuhr 1936; Anon. 1937; Kelley 1948; Andretta 1979 
Rock a r t 
Smith 1923 , 1932, 1946 ; Reed 1936, J a c k s o n 1938 , Davenpor t 
and Chel f 1941; Walker and Chel f 1941 , Crowley 1980 
Preservation 
Leve l 2 
Highway c o n s t r u c t i o n (Baskin 1978, Panowski 1981) 
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CLIMATE 
Precipitation and temperature data for the Park are 
provided by Christensen (198 1). The U.S. Dep. of Commerce 
(1968) summarized records for the Chisos Basin. The 
International Boundary and Water Commission (1931-1980) 
collect data at 2 gauging stations on the Rio Grande. Park 
Service personnel collect (and file) standard weather 
information from 5 stations in the Park. 
Schulman (1952a) examined growth rings of Douglas firs to 
study past weather patterns of the region. 
,,Level,, of Data 
Long-term records 
Level 2 
International Boundary and Water Commission (193 1-1980), 




Udden (1907) was the first to write about the geology of 
the area of the Big Bend that would become a National Park, 
Other early geological surveys of the Park were done by 
Baker (1934), Gould (1936), Wegemann (1936), and Maxwell 
(1941). Eley (1936, 1938) and Redfield (1937) prepared 
reports of the paleontology of the region. 
Summaries of geology, and paleontology 
Reviews and summaries of the geology of the Park were 
prepared by Maxwell and Dietrich (1965), West Texas 
Geological Society (1965, 1972), Maxwell et al. (1967), and 
Maxwell (1 968) . 
SSSdsESi Geology 
Because of the great diversity of geological features at 
BBNP a large amount of research has been conducted. Poth 
(1979), Cobb (1980) and Cobb and Poth (1980) studied the 
Santiago Mt. range. The area around Mariscal Mt. was 
studied by Ullrich (1972), Bumgardner (1976), and Hill and 
Lindsey (1978) . The Persimmon Gap region was investigated 
by Hazzard et al. (1958), Poth (1979), and Toelle (1981). 
Hopkins (1965, 1966) examined the Aguja Formation, Rigsby 
(1978), the Eocene formation, Schiebout (1974), the 31ack 
Peaks Paleocene formations, and Thurwachter (1983) 
sedimentology of Tornillo Creek. Other areas inspected were 
the Dead Horse Mountains (Eaves 1965, Moustafa 1983), 
Rattlesnake Mt. (Cameron 1969), Castolon (Stevens 1969), 
Grapevine Hills (Korshak 1973, 1976) , and Mesa de Anguila 
(DeCamp 1981). 
yplcanglggy 
Winters (1967), Gilliland et al. (1969), Gilliland and 
Clark (1979), Walton and Henry (1979), and Wilson and Texas 
Memorial Museum (1980) studied volcanics of the Park and the 
Trans-Pecos. Ogley (1978, 1979) did an intensive study of 
the Pine Canyon caldera in the Chisos Mt. 
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Igneous 
Petrology has been studied at Maverick Mt. (Cameron 
1960), Rattlesnake Mt. (Carman et al. 1975), Burro Mesa 
(Becker 1976a, b) , the Javelina Formation (Miller 1978), and 
Mariscal Mt. (Hill and Lindsley 1978). 
Mineralogy and Mineral Resources 
Several minerals of commercial value have been found in 
the region; old mines are numerous. Mercury has received 
much study (Phillips 1905, Udden 1913, Daugherty 1972, 
Eagsdale 1976, Sharpe 1980) . Feldspar (Carmen and Cameron 
1970), rhonite (Cameron et al. 1970), and anhydrite and 
basanite have also received some attention (Hill 1979). A 
search for uranium was conducted in the area (Union Carbide 
Corp. 1978). 
StfUSiiiES §.£.<! Tectonics 
Structural geology in BBNP was investigated by lonsdale 
and Maxwell (1967), Maxwell (1967), and Maxwell and Marks 
(1971). The Santiago and Sierra del Carmens were examined 
by Poth (1979), Cobb and Poth (1980), and Houstafa (1983). 
Martino (1971) investigated the paleomagnetism of 
intrusives. 
aquifers and surface water 
Ground water and hot springs have been investigated by 
Henry (1977), Taylor et al. (1979), Archer (1982), Abbott 
(1983), and Gibson (1983). Deal (1979) reviewed the 
geological history of the Rio Conchos - Rio Grande drainage 
system. 
Mans 
Maxwell (1968) provided the only complete geologic map 
for the Park. Maps of study areas are included in most of 
the references cited. 
Paleobotany and micrgpalegntglogy 
Chana (19 73) studied the petrified wood of the Park, 
Meyer (1974, 1977) the pollen rain, and Wells (1966) the 
Pleistocene vegetation. Bostik (1960) and Huffman (1960) 
investigated micropaleontology of the Park. 
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Paleontology 
Wilson (1964) and Langston (1971) provided a review of 
the paleontological work in BBNP. Colbert (1963) listed 
fossils collected. 
Tertiary mammals were studied by Wilson et al« (1952) and 
Wilson (1967a). Tertiary vertebrates were studied by 
Gustafson (1979) and Wilson and Schiebout (1981). Miocene 
fauna was investigated by Stevens (1977) and Steven et al. 
(1969). Eocene vertebrates have been studied by many 
researchers {Hartnell 1970, Wood 1973, Schiebout and Miller 
1978, Hartnell 1980a, 1980b). 
Pal eo magnet ism has been investigated by Martino (1971), 
Lewis (1975, 1976), Rapp et al. (1983), and MacFadden 
(1984). Metcalfe and Clark (1978, 1979) took measurements 
of gravity. 
Vertebrate biostratigraphy was examined by Wilson {1965, 
1970), sedimentology by Schiebout (1970a, b, 1971, 1974), 
and paleoecology by Lawson (1972). Several noteworthy 
specimens have been collected in BBNP, including; California 
condor (Wetmore and Friedmann 1933), a giant crocodile 
(Colbert and Bird 1954), pterosaurs (Bedrossian 1975, Lawson 
1975), hadrosaurs (1982, 1983), and a Chasmosaurus (Lehman 
1982) . 
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"Level" of Data 
Early surveys 
Level 1 
Phillips 1905; Ddden 1907, 1913; Baker 1934; Eley 1936, 




Hazzard e t a l . 1 9 5 8 ; Eaves 1965; Hopkins 1965, 1966; 
L o n s d a l e and Maxwell 1967; Maxwell 1967; Maxwell and Marks 
1967; Cameron 1968 , 1969; S t e v e n s 1969; Cameron e t a l . 
1970; Carmen and Cameron 1970; M a r t i n o 1971; Dauqher ty 
1972; U l l r i c h 1972; Korshak 1973 , 1976 ; S c h i e b o u t 1974; 
Carman e t a l . 1975; Becker 1976a, b ; Bumqardner 1976; 
B a q s d a l e 1976; H i l l and L i n d s e y 1978; M i l l e r 1973; Riqsby 
1978; H i l l 1979; Poth 1979; Cobb 1980; Cobb and Poth 1980; 
Sharpe 1980; DeCamp 1981; Moustafa 1983; Thu rwach t e r 1983; 
a9,2iille.£§ 5P2I su.r_f_a.c;e. w a t e r 
Level 2 
Henry 1977, Deal 1979, Taylor et al. 1979, Archer 1982, 
Abbott 1983, Gibson 1983 
£i.if42Q. P. o locjy 
Level 2 
Wetmore and Friedmana 1933; Wilson et al. 1952; Colber and 
Bird 1954; Bostik 1960; Huffman 1960; Colbert 1963; Wilson 
1964, 1965, 1967a, 1970; Wells 1966; Steven et al. 1969; 
Hartnell 1970; Schiebout 1970a, b, 1971, 1974; Lanqston 
1971; Martino 1971; Lawson 1972; Chanq 1973; Wood 1973; 
Meyer 1974, 1977; Bedrossian 1975; Lawson 1975; Lewis 
1975, 1976; Stevens 1977; Metcalfe and Clark 1978, 1979; 
Miller 1978; Gustafson 1979; Hartnell 1980a, b; Wilson and 




Scott (1978b) prepared an overview of historical research 
at BBNP. Her report, along with a copy of Tyler's (1975a) 
book, provide a good background on the history of BBNP. 
Tyler (1975a) includes an extensive bibliography in his 
book. 
Mtiy.£ Americans 
Casey (1948) and Easterla (1963) wrote of Indians that 
lived in the Big Bend region. Smith (1946) presented 
evidence that Europeans influenced the Indian pictograph art 
of West Texas. A battle between the Indians and the Spanish 
has been described (Anon. No date "r".). Nelson (1935) and 
Townsend (1935) wrote of the conflicts between the Indians 
and the U.S. Army. Campbell and Field (1968) attempted to 
trace the Comanche raiding trails in the Big Bend. 
Explorers 
Cabeza de Vaca (1905 t r a n s l a t i o n ) was t h e f i r s t Spanish 
exp lo re r t o v i s i t the reg ion that, i s now t h e Park. Smith 
(1927, 1928) wrote of e a r l y Spanish t r a v e l s . B a r t l e t t 
(1854) repor ted h i s expe r i ences along the U.S. - Mexico 
border while working with the boundary survey team. Tyler 
(1968) gave an account of Green ' s survey along the southern 
boundary of t h e Park. Hartz (1859) and Echols (1860) 
repor ted on the Army's camel exped i t i on in the Big Bend. 
S e t t l e r s 
Casey (1948a, b , 1969b) wrote an d e t a i l e d h i s t o r y of Big 
Bend's e a r l i e s t i n h a b i t a n t s . G i l l e t t (1933) wrote a f i r s t 
person account of h i s expe r i ences on a ranch near the Chisos 
Mt. The a t t a c k on t h e Glenn Springs s e t t l e m e n t has been 
well documented (Edwards 1951, Saborg 1954, Smithers 1963, 
Wood 1963, Tyler 1975b). Early s e t t l e r s of the Big Bend 
region recounted t h e i r expe r i ences on 105 " o r a l h i s t o r y " 
t a p e s s t o r ed in the N a t u r a l i s t ' s Workshop a t Park 
Headguar te rs . 
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Biographies of 25 women who l ived in or v i s i t e d the Biq 
Bend a r e a v a i l a b l e (Anon. No date " p " . ) . Langford and 
Gipson (1977) wrote a f i r s t h a n d account of Lanqford*s 
exper iences of l i v i n g a t Hot S p r i n g s . The l i f e of E. E. 
Townsend was w r i t t e n about by Burgess and Bently (7947) and 
Saxton and Casey (1958). 
la^iZ. Indus t ry 
Early i ndus t ry of the Big Bend reqion was descr ibed by 
Casey. He wrote about the c a n d e l i l l a wax indus t ry (1970), 
ranching (7968) , t h e Boqu i l l a s - Hot Spr ings area (7977), 
and L a j i t a s (1971). Utley (1962) wrote about the e a r l y 
c a t t l e i n d u s t r y , and Hagsdale (7976) about the mininq. 
P rewi t t (1947) summarized the economic a c t i v i t i e s of the 
region p r i o r to the e s t ab l i shmen t of BBNP. 
Pli§i-.2£i£s\l S t r u c t u r e s 
The most complete and u p - t o - d a t e r epo r t of the h i s t o r i c a l 
s t r u c t u r e s "at BBNP was prepared by Davila (1983). Brown and 
Evans (7 964) provided an e a r l i e r i nven to ry . Anon. (No date 
k, 1) c o n t a i n s f l oo r p lans and other data on Park Service 
s t r u c t u r e s . Koue (7 969) descr ibed the a r c h i t e c t u r e of the 
Hot Spr ings complex, and Shei re and Simmons (1973) descr ibed 
the s t r u c t u r e s a t Cas to lon . Weedin (7975) wrote of the 
r u i n s along T o r n i l l o Creek. Baron ia l f o r t s of the Big Bend 
region were d i scussed by Corning (7967). 
MaSs^SSSILt £laH£ 
Brown and Wauer (1968) wrote a " H i s t o r i c Pvesources 
Management Plan" for BBNP. Sco t t (7978) summarized the 
r e l a t i v e va lue of seven planning documents. 
Development of Big Bend National Park 
The most complete accounts of the history and development 
of Big Bend National Park are provided by Anderson (1967) 
and Jameson (1974). JJaier (7935), USDI (1935), Sirth 
(1935a, b) , Morelock (1938), Brown and Olcott (1942), and 
Maxwell (No date a, b) provide first person perspectives at 
the time the events were occurring. flagstaff (1968) wrote a 
more recent account of the legislative history. 
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" L e v e l " of Data 
M l i l S Americans 
Leve l 1 
E a s t e r l a , P. 1968 
Leve l 2 
Anon. No date r. Nelson 1935, Townsend 19 35, Smith 1946, 
Casey 1948, Campbell and Field 1968, Easterla, P. 1968 
Explorers 
Level 1 
Bartlett 1854, Cabez de Vaca 1905 translation 
Level 2 
Hartz 1859, Echols 1860, Smith 1927, 1928, Tyler 1968 
Settlers 
Level 1 
Anon. No date p, Gillett 1933, Burgess and Bentley 1947 
Level 2 
Casey 1948a, b, 1969b, Edwards 1951, Raborg 1954, Saxton 
and Casey 1958, Smithers 1963, Wood 1963, Tyler 1975b, 
Langford and Gipson 1977 
laEAZ i££ustry_ 
Level 2 
P r e w i t t 1947, D t l e y 1962, Casey 1968, 1970a , b , 1971 , 
Rags d a l e 1976 
Historical Structures 
Level 2 
Corning 1967, Koue 1969, Brown and Evans 1964, Sheire and 
Simmons 1973, Weedin 1975, Davila 1983 
H§.£!3£J5£Ii£ 2?.ia\S.§ 
Leve l 2 
Brown and Wauer 1968, S c o t t 1978 
DSl§i?_£!!l£P.i 2 i S i a H§£S Na i iS I i a l P a r t 
Level 1 
Maxwell no date a, Morelock 1938, 3rown and Olcott 1942 
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Level 2 
Maier 1935, USDI 1935 , Wirth 1935a, b , Anderson 1967, 
Wagstaff 1968, J a a e s o n 1974 
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SOIL 
Early papers about the soils of Brewster County were 
written by Carter and Cory (1931) and Anon, (1949, 1973). 
Whitson (1970, 1974) provided data on soils in the Chisos 
Mt. Cochran (Early 1980s) wrote the most recent and 
complete paper about the soils of Big Bend National Park, 
Kettle (1972) determined the concentration of mercury in 
the soil; Applegate (1970) did the same for insecticides. 
"Level" of Data 
Level 1 




E a r l y s u r v e y s 
No i n v e r t e b r a t e s u r v e y s c o n d u c t e d b e f o r e 1900 were found. 
££2E2£]S s u r v e y s 
Baker (1938) c o n d u c t e d a p r e l i m i n a r y s u r v e y of i n s e c t s . 
Kinsey (1935) i d e n t i f i e d q a l l w a s p s , G e r t s c h (1939) 
c o l l e c t e d 22 s p e c i e s of A r a c h n i d s , and Gloyd (19 58) su rveyed 
t h e d r a q o n f l y f a u n a . 
kl2£2§2£2E2r.lr c h e c k l i s t s 
There i s no c o m p r e h e n s i v e c h e c k l i s t of i n v e r t e b r a t e s fo r 
Biq Bend N a t i o n a l P a r k . However, l i s t s a r e a v a i l a b l e fo r 
some t a x a . P r a t t (1971b, 1971c , 1972) i d e n t i f i e d l and 
s n a i l s in t h e P a r k . Clench (1963 ) , K e n d a l l ( 1971 ) , 
B l a n c h a r d ( 1 9 7 3 ) , and Knudson (1981) p r o v i d e d c h e c k l i s t s f o r 
q roups of L e p i d o p t e r a . Van P e l t (1975, 198 3) d i d t h e same 
f o r a n t s , and Loomis and Wrenn (1972) and Loomis e t a l . d id 
so (1972) f o r t h e c h i g g e r s . S u t e r (1984) and Wel lso (1984) 
a r e c o m p i l i n g l i s t s of t h e C o l e o p t e r a in- BBNP, and Anderson 
(1983) of t h e C u r c u l i o n o i d e a . A r a c h n i d s were c o l l e c t e d by 
Sabath (1967) and Smith (1972) , Plant idae by R o b i n e t t e 
( 1969 ) , and e c t o p a r a s i t e s by Whi taker and E a s t e r l a (1975) . 
Although most of t h e i n s e c t s u r v e y s c onduc t e d by Tinkhaa 
(1941 , 1943, 1944, 1948) were done i n P r e s i d o Coun ty , they 
a r e u s e f u l f o r c h a r a c t e r i z i n q t h e i n v e r t e b r a t e fauna of Biq 
Bend N a t i o n a l P a r k . 
Til2I2I12Ey. 22^ 9lLSEEi£2E2i22 
New s p e c i e s and d i s t r i b u t i o n have been d e s c r i b e d by 
A r n e t t (Oedemeridae) ( 1 9 6 5 ) , O 'Conner e t a l . 
( N y c t e r i g l y p h u s ) ( 1 9 7 7 ) , and P r a t t ( s n a i l s ) ( 1 9 7 1 a ) . 
S t ahnke (1967) and Sissom (1984) i d e n t i f i e d s c o r p i o n s found 
in the P a r k , and Sande r son (1939 ) , Howden (1960a , b) , and 
O ' B r i e n (197 3) i d e n t i f i e d t h e b e e t l e s . Knu l l (1944, 1946, 
1952a, b , 1954, 1956, 1958a, b , 1959, 1960a , 1960b, 1962) 
i d e n t i f i e d new s p e c i e s of b e e t l e s in t h e P a r k . New s p e c i e s 
of L e p i d o p t e r a were i d e n t i f i e d by White ( 1 9 4 4 ) , B lanchard 
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(1966, 1968, 1971, 1972, 1973), Blanchard and Ferguson 
(1975), Blanchard and Knudson (1981a, b) , and Ferguson et 
al. (1983). 
Single species or taxgn studies 
Crawford (1973, 197U, 1976) and Hoot on and Crawford 
(1975) conducted extensive ecological studies of Orthoporus 
(millipedes). Nunez and Crawford (1976) studied their 
digestive enzymes. Land snails were studied by Pratt 
(1971a, b, 1972, 1971) and ants by Van Pelt (1971, 1974-, 
1975, 1983) and Hhitford (1978). Nelson and Crowell (1969) 
identified Vespidae (wasps) of the Park, and Hook (1981, 
1982) investigated their nesting behavior. Gaumer (1973) 
studied the aestival tiger beetle fauna. Kendall (1966) 
studied the food and distribution of Hesperidae. Khan 
(1981) determined mercury levels in several species of 
arthropods. 
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AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES 
liEiY. surveys 
Strecker (1909) provided the first checklist of 
amphibians and reptiles for Brewster County. He identified 
39 species of reptiles and four species of amphibians. 
P£§J2urk surveys 
Smith (1936) identified four species of amphibians and 36 
species of reptiles in the area of the Park. Murray (1939) 
listed 23 species of reptiles and three species of 
amphibians after a one month survey in the Chisos Mountains, 
Schmidt and Smith (1994) made extensive collections and 
identified four species of amphibians and 42 species of 
reptiles. 
Q2£l£§i?i2Eary checklists 
Minton (1958) identified 69 species of amphibians and 
reptiles occurring in Big Bend National Park. Easterla 
(1975a) wrote the most recent checklist. The NPS (USDI 
1982) listed 71 species for the Park. 
12E2E22LY 2ES distribution 
A new species of Coleonyx was described by Davis and 
Dixon (1958). Degenhardt and Milstead (1959) identified 
Tantilla cucullata and mapped its distribution. 
ey.2Q.t £§cord 
Unusual s i g h t i n g s a r e r e c o r d e d and p l a c e d in a c a r d f i l e 
in t h e N a t u r a l i s t s o f f i c e 
§.12212 S p e c i e s o r taxon s t u d i e s 
The e c o l o g y of s e v e r a l g e n e r a has been w e l l s t u d i e d : 
Ca em id q p ho r u s (Lucchino 1970 Deqenhard t I 9 6 0 ) , Ho lb ropk ia 
(Degenhardt 1960) , Coleonyx b r e v i s and C. Lc~£i£Els£Il§ (P.i§I 
1225) , S c e l o p o r u s and Urpsau rus ( M i l s t e a d 1970, 1971 
iMilstead and Smith 1970) , Elajjhe (Wal lace and Ho l l ande r 
19 7 3 ) , and Cophosaurus (Howland 1 9 8 3 ) . 2EiiS2E£tl222D: 
v i l k i n s o n i was s t u d i e d by Degenhard t and S t e e l e (1957) , 
HemJ.dactylus t u r c i c u s by E a s t e r l a ( 1 9 7 8 ) , and Agk i s t rodon 
c o n t o r t r i x by McClung and Maxwell ( 1 9 7 6 ) . N a t u r a l h i s t o r y 
of t h e Big Bend s l i d e r was d e s c r i b e d by L e q l e r (1960) . 
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Reproduction of the r e t i c u l a t e d qecko was observed by Gallo 
(1978) and Loomis and Jahn (1973). E a s t e r l a (1975d) 
descr ibed the ecology and reproduc t ion of T a n t i l l a rubra 
Campbell (1972) did the same fo r the Trans-Pecos r a t s n a k e . 
The s u r v i v a l of Scaphiopus couchi l a rvae was i n v e s t i q a t e d by 
Wewan (1983). Food h a b i t s of Scelgpgrus £ o i n s e t t i were 
i d e n t i f i e d by Smith and Mils tead (1971). 
Community ecoloqy 
Community ecology has been i n v e s t i q a t e d for Scelgpgrus 
(Brown 1970 Dunham 1978, 1981), Holbrookia and Cnemidophorus 
(Degenhardt 1965), Orosaurus (Dunham 1978,1981), and o the r 
groups of l i z a r d s (Degenhardt 1968, 1969, 1970). 
H§§ §32<I e f f e c t s 
The l e v e l of i n s e c t i d e s in v e r t e b r a t e s a t campqrounds was 
determined by Applegate (1970); Gal lagher (1974) measured 




Birds in the Big Bend region of Texas were first 
discussed by Baird (1859b). Beckham (1888) provided 
extensive notes on the birds of southwestern Texas. Bailey 
(190 5) reported on birds throughout the state. The 
observations made by Oberholser (1902), Fuertes (1903), 
Nontgomery (1905), and Maxon (1916a, b) were almost 
exclusively in the area that is now the Park. 
PE£~£4r k surveys 
During the 15 years before Big Bend National Park was 
created several surveys were conducted to obtain base—line 
information. The most comprehensive investigation of birds 
was by Van Tyne and Sutton (1937) . The account by Brandt 
(1940) was also extensive. Observations of birds were 
reported by Van Tyne (1929), Thompson (1934), Sutton (1935, 
1936), Quillin (1935), Borell (1936, 1938), Johnson (1937), 
Brandt (19 38), and Stevenson and Smith (1938). 
Contemporary checklists 
Voluminous data and checklists are available on the 
occurrence of birds in Big 3end National Park. The most 
recent and comprehensive work is that of Wauer (1973a, the 
book was being updated in 1984). Oberholser (1974) gives 
excellent data on birds for the state of Texas. 
Revised checklists have been published freguently since 
the mid 1930s. Observers used the checklist developed by 
Van Tyne and Sutton (1937) as a base on which to build. 
Cruickshank (1950) reported 119 species seen on a trip 
through Brewster County in 1949. Brodrick (1960) wrote the 
first complete update of birds of Big Bend National Park; in 
1966 an official checklist of birds was published (Brodrick 
et al. 1966). Wauer (1967a, 1968a) rewrote the checklist 
and identified 358 species of birds occurring in the Park. 
In 1969 (Wauer 1969d) 357 species were listed for the Park. 
Easterla (1973a) listed 382 species in his revision of the 
bird checklist. Wauer (1973a) included 359 species on the 
regular list of birds in the Park and 26 on a list of 
hypothetical species; a total of 385 species. Scott's 
(1978b) summary of new records for the Park brought the 
total number of species of birds seen to 399. 
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Addi t i ona l in format ion on breeding b i r d s can be found in 
Dixon (1966), Wauer (1968a) , and Scot t (1978a); win ter ing 
bi rd informat ion in Wauer (1967d, 1969c); and genera l 
informat ion in Wauer (1969a, 1973b, 1980) and Eylander 
(1968) . A l i s t of b i r d s banded a t t he Park was compiled by 
Wauer (1967b). Chris tmas b i rd counts a r e conducted a t Rio 
Grande Vi l l age and in the Chisos Mountains. The Rio Grande 
V i l l age count began in 1965, and the Chisos Mountains count 
in 1966. Both counts have been conducted every year except 
for 1973, 1974, and 1975 (Aud. F ie ld Notes 1966, 1967, 1968, 
1969, 1970, 1971, An. Birds 1972, 1973, 1976, 1977). Only 
the Eio Grande count was conducted in 1973. 
Unusual or noteworthy s i g h t i n g s have been r epor t ed in the 
l i t e r a t u r e by Gal ley (1951 - C l a r k ' s n u t c r a c k e r ) , Barlow 
(1967 - b lack-capped v i reo) , Wauer (1970c - b lack-vented 
o r i o l e , 1970f - s w a l l o w - t a i l e d k i t e , 1970g - upland plover , 
1973d - bronzed cowbi rd) , Barlow and Wauer (1971 - gray 
v i r e o ) , Wauer and Davis (1972 - cave swallow) , Wauer and 
Scudday (1972 - Charadriformes) , and Wolf (1978 - Aztec 
t h r u s h ) . 
Taxonomy_ 
The taxonomy of b u s h t i t s was reviewed by R a i t t (1967) and 
t h a t of Dendroica co rna ta by Hubbard (1969). Geographic 
v a r i a t i o n in the b lue- th roa ted . hummingbird was d iscussed by 
Van Tyne (1953). He a l so descr ibed a new subspec i e s of 
t i tmouse (Van Tyne 1954). 
IZSIli record 
A card f i l e in t h e N a t u r a l i s t ' s o f f i c e i s used t o record 
unusual even t s or s i g h t i n g s . Sight records for the goshawk 
and Aztec thrush a r e examples of the kinds of da ta recorded . 
Single s p e c i e s and taxon s t u d i e s 
Ecology of hummingbirds (and o the r spec i e s ) in r e l a t i o n 
to 2.91§.y_e havardiana was throughly i n v e s t i g a t e d by Allen 
(1977), Allen and N e i l l (1979), and N e i l l and Allen (1979). 
Kuban (1977) i d e n t i f i e d niche over lap i n 5 spec ies of 
hummmingbirds. The genera l ecology of s i x v i reo s p e c i e s was 
reviewed by Barlow (1970, 1977). White-winged dove ecology 
was desc r ibed by Gal lucc i (1978), roadrunner breeding 
behavior by Whitson (1971), and a r e i n t r o d u c t i o n a t tempt of 
Montezuma gua i l by Wauer (1973c) and Brown (1977). Busht i t 
taxonomy was analyzed by R a i t t (1967). 
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E§Es;2.Eia.S; iSi£2E 
In the mid 1970s and early 1980s several searches for the 
endangered peregrine falcon were conducted in BBNP and 
Trans-Pecos Texas. Eleven sites were located in 1975. Four 
canyon eyries failed to produce young; however, 6 of 7 sites 
in the mountains were successful (Hunt 197 5) . Surveys were 
continued in 1976 (Hunt 1976a, Johnson 1976), 1977 (Brownlee 
1977, Hill and Schaetzer 1977), 1978 (Wesson et al. 1978), 
1979 (Lawson and Falxa 1979), 1981 (Swepston 1981), and 1983 
(Sharp 1983). Breeding in the Park was reported by Hill and 
Schaetzel (1977) and in Texas by Kowaleski and Wade (1977). 
In 1979 two of three eyries along the Rio Grande in BBNP 
produced young. Birds also fledged at a Chisos Ht. site 
(Scott 1979). Reports on the status of the peregrine falcon 
in west Texas were prepared by Hunt (1976b, 1977). Key 
(1980) reviewed the 1980 breeding status of falcons in Texas 
national parks. Critical habitat for peregrine falcons was 
identified by Netherton et al. (1978) and Key (1981). 
Breeding activity at each known peregrine nesting site in 
BBNP is recorded annually by Park personnel. 
Q2ii.S.i SaEElgE §.Ê  JsSEillflE hummingbird 
The Colima warbler and Lucifer hummingbird can be seen 
regularly (in the U.S.) only in BBNP. Van Tyne (1936) found 
the first nest of the Colima warbler in 1932. At that time 
Colima warblers were common and remained so until 1946. The 
population was estimated to be greater than 15 pairs (Blake 
1949); however, no birds were reported from 1947-1949. 
Snyder (1957) found a nest with 4 young and counted 14 
adults in the Boot Spring area. Gehlbach (1967) found a 
nest with young on 5 July 1964 (a late nesting date) near 
Boot Spring. The nesting behavior of the Colima warbler was 
described by Robinson (1973). Base-line population 
estimates and a monitoring program were established by Wauer 
(1967b, 1969b, 1970d) ; a summary of the results was 
published (Wauer 1979) . Eleven "count units" were 
identified in the Chisos Mountains and the warblers censused 
in 1967, 1968, 1969, 1970, 1974, and 1976. Birds were seen 
only in pinyon-juniper-oak or cypress-pine-oak associations. 
The average number of warblers seen in the 6 years was 58 
pairs (45-83 pairs). Populations were considered stable in 
6 of the 11 count units. Precipitation may be positively 
correlated with number of pairs present the following year. 
The most recent census was conducted in 1982 (Griffen 1982). 
An excellent review of the status of the Colima warbler was 
conducted by Lanning (1983). 
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Lucifer hummingbirds are fairly common in all habitats of 
BBNP (Wauer 1973a). Their plumage and territorial behavior 
were described by Fox (1954). Characteristics of the nest 
were reported by Nelson (1970). 
Commun ity ecology 
Dixon (1959) determined the density of desert birds on 
33-acre plots. Bauer (1971b) identified the habitat 
preference of birds in relation to 6 plant associations. He 
also related changes in abundance and distribution to 
changes in the vegetation (Bauer 1974, 1977a) and identified 
birds dependent upon the riparian habitat (Wauer 1977b) . 
Distribution, species diversity, and island biogeography 
were discussed using data from the Park (Bauer and Ligon 
1977). Parker (1982) used regression and Bray-Curtis 
ordinations to determine that composition and vertical 
vegetation corresponded with complexity of bird communities. 
Effects 
The l e v e l of i n s e c t i c i d e s in some v e r t e b r a t e s a t BBNP was 
determined t>y Applegate (1970) . The l e v e l of DDT in t h e 
prey of pe reg r ine f a l cons was i d e n t i f i e d by Hunt and Johnson 




The earliest accounts of mammals in the Trans-Pecos were 
in narratives of explorers and surveyors. Bartlett (1854) 
surveyed the 0,S.-Mexico boundary and reported on his 
travels. Woodhouse (1354), Bailey (1859, 1902, 1905), Baird 
(1859a), and Beams (1896b, 1897a, b, 1898c, 1907) 
accompanied the surveyors and wrote about the bioloqy of the 
area. Comments from the years before 1900 were usually 
based on casual observations. Some of the information can 
be used to determine distribution, relative abundance, and 
habitat preferences. 
EESEsLEJS surveys 
During the decade before Biq Bend National Park was 
established many surveys were conducted to obtain base line 
data. The most comprehensive investiqation of mammals was 
by Borell and Bryant (1942); they prepared species accounts 
for 55 species. Johnson (1937) listed 30 species of mammals 
that occurred in the area of the proposed Park. Casual 
observations were reported by Thompson (1934), McDouqall 
(1935b), Stevenson (1935), Wirth (1935b), Smith (1936b), and 
Taylor et al. (1944) . 
£2S.E§.a£2ESE2 checklists 
Three recent checklists of mammals have been compiled for 
the Park. Hauer (1969b) identified 67 species, Easteria 
(1973c) 75 species, and NPS (USDI 1932) 74 species. Three 
publications, although not written solely for Big Bend 
National Park, are useful as checklists: Davis (1960, 1974) 
covers the state of Texas, Schmidly (1977) the Trans-Pecos, 
and Findley and Caire (1977) the northern Chihuahuan Desert. 
Although not intended as checklists, work by Denyes 
(1956), Judd et al. (1966), Judd (1967), Baccus (1971), 
Wauer (1973b, 1980), Schmidly and Ditton (1976), and Boeer 
(1977) may supplement them. Rodents were listed by Baccus 
(1971) and Boeer and Schmidly (1977) and bats by Easteria 
(1967, 1968b, 1972). 
IZSSJi record 
A card file in the Naturalist's office is used to record 
unusual events or sightings. Sight records of black bear 
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and coati are examples of information in the files. 
Bats 
The ecology of ba t s in BBNP was s t ud i ed by Eas t e r l a 
(1973b). He a l s o provided obse rva t ions of dead ba ts 
( E a s t e r l a 1969), s p e c i e s d i s t r i b u t i o n (Eas t e r l a 1968a, 1970, 
1975c), popula t ion t r ends of t h e long-tongued ba t (Eas t e r l a 
1972d) , food h a b i t s (Eas t e r l a and Whitaker 1972) , and no t e s 
on the spo t t ed bat (Eas t e r l a 1970b, 1976; E a s t e r l a and 
E a s t e r l a 1969). Howell (1984) quan t i f i ed t h e foraging 
behavior of L e p t o n y c t e r i s . 
P r eda to r s 
Movement p a t t e r n s of coyo tes (St ine 1975) and mountain 
l i o n s (McBride 1976) i n BBNP were i d e n t i f i e d u s i n q r a d i o -
t e l e m e t r y . The mountain l i o n popula t ion in Trans-Pecos was 
e s t ima ted to be between 150-180 an imals ; deer a re t h e i r 
p r e f e r r ed prey. Edwards (1950) and Wallmo (1959) wrote 
summaries of l i on s i g h t i n g s . Waid (1984) used t e l eme t ry to 
determine movements of mountain l i o n s in the Park. 
Rodents 
Three papers address taxonomy of rodents in the Park. 
Bryant (1939) identified a new race of Dipodgmys ordii, p. 
2» attenatus. Warner and Warner (1964) prepared a key to 
the Peromyscus of the Park, and Avise et al. (1974) used 
electrophoresis to identify subspecies of Peromyscus boylii. 
3eaver have been studied by Crowder (1969), Conner and 
Feeley (1976), Feeley and Conner (7977), Strong and 
Bissonette (198 1), and Strong (1992). The population in the 
Park was estimated to be 94 by Conner and Peeley (1976) and 
134 by Strong (1982). The distribution of beaver and 
vegetative communities were mapped; and habitat use and food 
habits investigated. 
Rasp (1964) and Crowder (1970) studied the yellow-nosed 
cottonrat in the Chisos Mountains. General habitat use and 
food habits were identified. The density of the yellow-
nosed cottonrat was 21/ac, density of deer mice was 53/ac. 
Rodents were trapped in five habitat types by Warner (1964). 
Movements, populations, and habitat preferences of 
£§£291Q.2biiS.s were studied by Porter (1962). General ecology 
accounts of the silky pocket mouse (Forbes 1963), and rock 
squirrel (Layton 1973) are available. 
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Grassland, desert, and woodland rodent communities were 
discussed by Baccus (1971) ; grassland had the greatest 
species diversity and woodland the lowest. The effect of 
visitor use and grazing on riparian rodents was determined 
by Schmidly and Ditton (1976), Eoeer (1977) , and Boeer and 
Schmidly (1977). 
Use and effects 
Pesticide levels in rodents were determined by Appleqate 
(1970) . 
Ungulates 
Whi te - t a i l ed deer were s t ud i ed by fleams (1898a) , 
Blackman (1970), Atkinson (1976), Krausman (1976, 1978a, b) , 
Krausman and Abies (1976), and Krausman e t a l . (1978). Data 
are a v a i l a b l e on d e n s i t y , populat ion s i z e , r e l a t i v e 
abundance, sex r a t i o s , p reda t ion p r e s s u r e , h a b i t a t use , 
compet i t ion , food h a b i t s , and taxonomy. Simi lar data are 
a v a i l a b l e for mule deer (Kucera 1976, 1982; Leopold 198 4) 
and peccary (B i s sone t t e 1976, 1982). A summary of the 
s t a t u s of bighorn sheep was prepared by Hailey (1977) and 
Leopold and Krausman (1983). 
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"Level" of Data 
INVERTSBR&TES 
Species Inventories 
Level 1 - Pre 1900 
No inventories found. 
Prepark inventory 
Kinsey (1935), Baker (1938), Gertsch (1939), Gloyd (1956) 
Contemporary observations 
Sobinette (1969), Wrenn (1971), Anderson (1983), Suter 
(1984) 
Level 2 - Contemporary observations 
Clench (1963); Sabath (1967); Smith (1967); Kendall 
(1971); Pratt (1971a, b, 1972); Loomis and Hrenn (1972); 
Loomis et al. (1972) ; Blanchard (1973) , Van Pelt (1975, 
1983): Knudson (1984), Hillso (1984) 
l i i 2 H 2 i x asi* ^isLELP-iifcias 
Level 2 
Sander son ( 1 9 3 9 ) ; Knul l (1944, 1946 , 1952a , b , 1954, 1956, 
1958a, b , 1959, 1960a, b , 1962) ; White (1944) ; Howden 
(1960a, b) ; A r n e t t (1965) ; B l a n c h a r d (1966, 1968, 1972, 
1973) ; S t ahnke ( 1 9 6 7 ) ; P r a t t ( 1971) ; O ' b r i e n (1973) ; 
B l a n c h a r d and F e r g u s o n (1975) ; O 'Conner e t a l . (1977) ; 
B l a n c h a r d and Knudson (1981a, b) ; Ferguson e t a l . (1983) ; 
Sissom (19 84) 
P o p u l a t i o n s and Abundance 
Level 1 
Tiger beetle (gaumer 197 3) 
Level 2 
Orthoporus (Crawford 1973, 1974, 1976 Wooten and Crawford 
1975; Nunez and Crawford 1976) 
Land snails (Pratt 1971a, b, 1972, 1974) 
Ants (Van Pelt 1971, 1974, 1975, 1983; Whitford 1978) 
Vespidae (Nelson and Crowell 1969; Hood 1981, 1982) 
Hesperidae (Kendall 1966) 
U§§. 2.2.11 5f fects 
Level 2 
Mercury in arthropods (Khan 1981) 
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AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES 
Species Inventories 





Wauer (1973b, 1980; NPS 1982) 
Level 2 
Prepark surveys 
Smith (1936), Schmidt and Smith (1944) 
Contemporary c h e c k l i s t s 




ldlil2!LEii2i±2£, v i l k i n s o n i (Degenqardt and S tee l e 1957) 
T a n t i l l a cucul la ta . (Degenhardt and Mils tead 19 59) 
LtSS.i^§\2tliii§. t u r c i c u s (Eas t e r l a 1978) 
Agkigtrodpn c o n t o r t r i x (McClunq and Maxwell 1976) 
Coleonyx (Davis and Dixon 1958) 
E2£Si§tipn§ and Abundance 
Level 2 
T a n t i l l a rubra (Eas t e r l a 1975b) 
R e t i c u l a t e d Gecko (Gallo 1978; Loomis and Jahn 1973, Dial 
1975) 
Coleon yx pre vis (Dial 1975) 
Big~Bend slider (legler 19 60) 
Qnemidophorus (Lucchino 19 70) 
Ll2l£)I22iii2 (Degenhardt 1960) 
Sceloporus and Urosaurus (Milstead 1970, 1971 Milstead and 
Smith 1970, Smith and Milstead 1971) 
Eiaphe (Wallace and Hollander 1973, Campbell 1972) 
Cophosaurus texanus (Howland 1983) 
Scaphious couchi (Newan 19 83) 
i7.§2 §24.14 Sf fec t s 
Level 2 
Mercury concentration in lizards (Gallagher 1974) 
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I n s e c t i c i d e l e v e l s i n l i z a r d s (Appleqate 1970) 
Community Dynamics 
Level 2 
Scelc^orus [Brown 1970, Dunham 1978) 
Holbrookia and Cnemidoporus (Degenhardt 1966) 
Drgsaurus (Dunham 1978) 




Level 1 - Pre 1900, 9 references 
Bartlett 1854; Baird 1859; Beckham 1888; Oberholser 1902; 
Fuertes 1903; Bailey 1905; Montgomery 1905; Maxon 1916a, b 
Prepark inventory, 10 references 
Van Tyne 1929; Thompson 1934; Sutton 1935, 1936; Quillin 
1935; Borell 1936, 1938; Johnson 1937; Brandt 1938; 
Stevenson and Smith 1938 
Contemporary observations 
Galley 1951; Aud. Field Notes 1966, 1967, 1968, 1969, 
1970, 1971; Dixon 1966; Wauer 1967d, 1968a, 1969a, 1969c, 
1970a 1970c, 1970d, 1973b, 1973c, 1980; Barlow 1967; Wauer 
and Rylander 1968; Barlow and Wauer 1971; Am, Birds 1972, 
1973, 1976, 1977; Wauer and Davis 1972; Wauer and Scudday 
1972; Scott 1978b; Wolf 1978 
List of birds banded (Wauer 1968c) 
Level 2 — Prepark inventories, 2 references 
Van Tyne and Sutton 1937; Brant 1940 
Contemporary regional checklists, 2 references 
Wolfe 1956; Oberholser 1974 
Recent Park checklists, 6 references 
Brodrick 1960; Brodrick et al. 1966; Wauer 1967a, b, 
1969d, 1973a; Easterla 1973 
Taxonomy 
Level 2 
B lue - th roa t ed hummingbird (Van Tyne 1953) 
B lack-c res t ed t i tmouse (Van Tyne 1954) 
Dendroica corna ta (Hubbard 1968) 
B u s h t i t s ( S a i t t 1967) 
E2£Eii:ti2iiS ivILSi nEES^ance 
Level 1 
Peregrine falcon (Hunt 1975; Hunt 1976a; Johnson 1976; 
Brownlee 1977; Hill and Schaetzel 1977; Kowlaleski and 
Wade 1977; Scott 1979; Key 1980) 
Colima warbler (Van Tyne 1936; Blake 1949; Snyder 1957; 
Gehlbach 1967, Wauer 1967b ) 
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L u c i f e r hummingbird (Fox 1954; Nelson 1970) 
Leve l 2 
P e r e g r i n e f a l c o n (Hunt 1976b, 1977; H i l l and S c h a e t z e r 
1977 , Me the r ton e t a l . 1978; Wesson e t a l . 1978; Lawson 
and F a l x a 1979; Key 1981 ; Swepston 1 9 8 1 ; G r i f f e n 1982; 
b a n n i n g 1983; Sharp 1983) 
Colima w a r b l e r (Robinson 1973; Wauer 1967c , 1969b, 1970b, 
19 79) 
Hummingbirds (Al len 1977; Kuban 1977; A l l en and N e i l l 
1979; N e i l l and Al l en 1979) 
V i r eos (Barlow 1970, 1977) 
Whi te -winged dove ( G a l l u c c i 19 78) 
Roadrunner (Whitson 1971) 
Montezuma q u a i l (Wauer 1973c, Brown 1977) 
Community Dyjiaraics 
Level 2 
Desert communities (Dixon 1959) 
Habitat preference (Wauer 1971b) 
Succession (Wauer 1974, 1977a; Parder 1982) 
Riparian communities (Wauer 1977b) 
Biogeography (Wauer and Ligon 1977) 
H§L£ SUS" Effects 
Level 2 
Insecticides (Applegate 1970) 




Level 1 - Pre 1900, 12 references 
Bartlet 1854; Woodhouse 1854; Emory 1857; Bailey 1859, 
1902, 1905; Baird 1859; Mearns 1897a, b, 1898c, 1907 . 
Pre Park inventory, 7 references 
Thompson 1934; KcDougall 1935b, Stevenson 1935; Wirth 
1935b; Smith 1936b; Johnson 1937; Taylor et al. 1944 
Level 2 - Prepark inventories, 2 references 
Johnson 1937; Borell and Bryant 1942 
Contemporary regional checklists, 3 references 
Davis 1960, 1974; Findley and Claire 1977; Schmidly 1977 
Becent Park checklists, 4 references 
Hammerstrom 1949; Wauer 1968b; Easterla 1973; NPS 1982 
Additional data on species present in BBNP. 11 
references. 
Denyes 1956; Easterla 1967, 1968b, 1972; Judd 1967; Baccus 
1971a, b; Wauer 1973b, 1980; Schmidly and Ditton 1976; 
Boeer 1977; Boeer and Schmidly 1977 
Taxonomy 
Level 2 
Peromyscus [Avise et al. 1974) 
White-tailed deer (Mearns 1898a, Krausman et al. 1978) 
E2EEli.iii2E.s and Abundance 
Level 1 
Bats (Easterla 1968, 1969, 1970a, b, 1971, 1975; Easterla 
and Easterla 1969; Easterla and Whitaker 1972) 
Beaver (Crowder 1969, Feeley and Conner 1977) 
Mule deer (Kucera 1982) 
Mountain lion (Edwards 1950, Wallmo 1959, Van Pelt 1977) 
Biqhorn sheep (Hailey 1977, Leopold and Krausman 1983) 
Level 2 
Bats (Easterla 1972, 1973; Howell 1982) 
Bock squirrel (Layton 1973) 
Pocket mice (Porter 1962, Forbes 1963) 
Beaver (Conner and Feeley 1976, Strong and Bissonette 
1978, Strong 1982) 
Yellow-nosed cottonrat (Rasp 1964, Crowder 1970) 
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Bodents (Warner 1964) 
Coyote (Stine 1975) 
Mountain lion (McBride 1977, Waid 1984) 
Peccary (Bissonette 1976, 1982) 
Mule deer (Kucera 1976, Leopold 1982) 
White-tailed deer (Blackman 1970, Atkinson 1976; Krausman 
1976, 1978; 1978; Krausman and Abies 1976; Krausman et al. 
1978) 
Community Dynamics 
Leve l 2 
Bodent communities in grassland, desert, and woodland 
(Baccus 1971a) 
Riparian rodent communities (Schmidly and Ditton 1976, 
Boeer 1977, Boeer and Schmidly 1977, Schmidly et al. 1979) 
Use and Effects 
Level 2 
Biparian rodent communities (Schmidly and Ditton 1976, 
Boeer 1977, Boeer and Schmidly 1977, Schmidly et al. 1979) 
Pesticide" levels in rodents (Applegate 197 0) 
Models 
Level 2 
Peccary (Bissonette 1982) 
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USE AND EFFECTS 
Early discussions of the Park's environment including 
geology, climate, flora, fauna, visitor accomodations and 
access, and park boundaries were provided by Shipman (1926), 
Toll (1934A), Winton (1936), Schoffelmayer (1937), Taylor et 
al. (1944), Taylor (1944), Tilden (1945), and Lassiter 
(1949) . Scenic and potential recreational values in the 
park were described by Scott (1950) and Sprecher (1951). 
Jones and Harris (1959) identified 12 sites of possible 
interest to visitors. Evans (1964) developed a prospectus 
for interpretative activities in the Park. 
Kenny (1968) provided a more recent visitor-oriented 
description of BBNP, and Madison (1968) discussed veqetation 
and wildlife found within the Park. 
Floor plans, construction blueprints, survey sheets, 
benchmark information, and boundary proposals are available 
(Anon. No date k, Anon. No date g) . 
Park guides to trails (Anon. 1978), roads (Anon. 1980, 
Anon. 1980), and geothermal areas (Bennack et al. 1978) are 
also available. General tourist information about the Park 
was provided by Maxwell (1950) and Deckert (1981). 
Land Use 
The history of land uses by people inhabiting BBNP was 
reported by Madison (1968), Casey (1969, 1970), and Wauer 
(1970a, 1975a). Casey reviewed military, ranching, mining, 
railroad construction, candilla wax production, and farming 
activities in the area. Madison (1968) described livestock 
grazing and mining activities by people occupying the area 
from the time of Cabeza de Vaca to the 1960*s. Wauer 
(1970a, 1975a) examined the ecological implications related 
to earliest hunting and food-gathering efforts in the Park 
to the more recent ranching, mining, and farming activities. 
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Livestock Grazing 
The use of range lands in the BBNP area was reviewed by 
Gillett (1933), Russell (1935), Sperry (1938), Maxwell 
(1949), Otley (1962), Gehlbach (1955a), Warnock (1967a), 
Madison (1968), Casey (1963, 1969), Wauer (1975a), Howarth 
(1976), Schmidly and Ditton (1980). Sperry (1938), Maxwell 
(1949), McDougall (1953), Gehlbach (1965a), Warnock (1967a), 
Wauer (1970a, 1975a), and Schmidly and Ditton (1976, 1980) 
discussed deteriorating range conditions, shrub dominance 
over native grasses, and other adverse ecological effects 
resulting from cattle and sheep grazing in the area. 
Gillett (1933) described the natural environment along 
Terlingua Creek prior to the establishment of the G 4 ranch. 
The use of horses in the Park for trail-riding and their 
effect on natural vegetation was examined by McDougall 
(1953) and USDI (1975). Whitson (1974) identified horse 
droppings on trails as the source of exotic plant species 
germinating in the Chisos Basin. 
Mining 
Reports of mining within the Park area were made by 
Schoffelmayer (1937), Madison (1968), Casey (1969), Csepregi 
(1973), and Sharpe (1980). Kettle (1972), Dumas (1974), 
Gallagher (1974), Houston and Dumas (1974), and Houston 
(1975) examined the effects of mercury mining in the BBNP 
area. 
£S£E£s\lVi2J2 
Studies of recreational activities and visitor use 
patterns in BBNP include analyses of backcountry use permits 
(Schmidly and Ditton 1976, Ditton et al. 1931, Ditton and 
Bobbitt 1982) , survey of river road campers (Ditton et al. 
1977), examination of the motivations and satisfactions 
associated with a river float trip in the Park (Graefe 
1977), and analyses of Santa Elena Canyon users (Ditton et 
al. 1981). 
The effects of human activity, particularly camping and 
river-floating, on river resources and riparian habitats in 
BBNP were studied by Ditton et al. (1976, 1976, 1977) and 
Schmidly and Ditton (1976, 1978, 1979). Boeer (1977) and 
Schmidly and Ditton (1976, 1979, 1979, 1980) inventoried 
small mammal populations in riparian zones to assess the 
influence of recreational activities on the fauna. 
Degenhardt (1969) discussed the effects of recreational 
development on the herpetofauna in BBNP. 
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Pggticicles and Pollution 
Reports of pesticide use and analyses of residues within 
BBNP were provided by Applegate (1970), Environmental 
Consultants, Inc. (1976), Euchs (1976), Hunt (1961), and 
Schmidly and Ditton (1979). 
Contaminant and pollution investigations in the Park were 
conducted by Lind and Bane (1980), Halther et al. (No date), 
Hetmore (1980, 1981), Yarborough and Meyers (1983, 1982), 
and Bennack et al, (1978). 
Management 
Management considerations and master plan proposals for 
the management of public uses and resources in BBNP are 
outlined in a series of USDI documents (1979, 1979a, 1979b, 
1980c). Americans Backing Better Park Development (No date) 
proposed their own version of a master plan for the Park. 
Brown et al, (1963) developed a management plan for 
BBNP's historical resources, and Liles (19 82) developed a 
plan for river and backcountry use management. Plans for 
fire management and general development in the Park were 
outlined by the USDI (1980a, 1980b). Environmental 
assessments and environmental impact statements were also 
made by the USDI (1975, 1977, 1979b). 
Wilderness proposals and management plans were presented 
by Americans Backing Better Park Development (No date) , 
Anon. (1971), Anon. (1973), Liles (1982), and the USDI 
(1971, 1975, 1975B, 1979, 1979A) . Wild and scenic river 
designations were discussed by the USDI (1975, 1980a). 
Management and provision of Park facilities were outlined 
by Wear (1947) and the USDI (No date, 1975a, 1979). Ailing 
(1978) and Ditton (1982) discussed the utility of visitor-
use permits in BBNP. Baskin (1978), Gehlbach (1965a), and 
the USDI (1977, 1979) considered the effects of roads and 
trails throughout the Park. 
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"Level" of Data 
Land Use 
Level 2 
Madison 1960; Casey 1969, 1970; Hauer 1970a, 1975a 
Livestock Grazing. 
Level 1 
G i l l e t f 1933 
Leve l 2 
Russell 1935; Sperry 1938; Maxwell 1949; McDougall 1953; 
Utley 1962; Gehlbach 1965a; Warnock 1967a; Casey 1968, 
1969; Madison 1968; Wauer 1970a, 1975a; Uhitson 1974; DSDI 
1975; Howarth 1976; Schmidly and Ditton 1976, 1980 
Mining 
Level 2 
Schoffelmayer 1937; Madison 1968; Casey 1969; Csepreqi 
1973; Sharpe 1980 
Recreation 
Level 2 
Boeer 1977; Schmidly and Ditton 1976, 1978, 1979, 1980; 
Ditton et al. 1976, 1977, 1981; Graefe 1977; Ditton and 
Bobbitt 1982 
Pesticides and Pollution 
Level 2 
Applegate 1970; Environmental Consultants Inc. 1976; Fuchs 
1976; Schmidly and Ditton 1979; Lind and Bane 1980; 
Hetmore 1980, 1981; Yarborouqh and Meyers 1982, 1983; 
Management 
L e v e l 2 
Wear 1947; Brown e t a l . 1968; Gehlbach 1965a; USDI 1975, 
1977, 1979a , b , 1980a , b , c ; A i l i n g 1978; Baskin 1978; 




Engelman (1359) wrote about the cacti of the U.S. 
Mexico border. 
Prepark Sjxryeys 
Many expeditions visited the Eig Bend reqion to determine 
the area's suitability as a National Park. McDougall 
(1935a) and Muller (1937) identified about 450 species of 
vascular plants. Sperry (1933, 1941) collected almost 900 
species. Sperry and Warnock (19 41) identified 1,139 species 
of plants. Poseberry and Dole (1933) prepared a veqetation 
map of the area. Casual observations were reported by 
Palmer (1928), Marsh (1937), Matthews [No date, 1937), and 
Taylor et al. (1944) . 
Checklists 
Checklists of plants have been frequently prepared for 
BBNP. McDougall and Sperry (1951) wrote a key to over 800 
species of vascular plants occurring in the Park. Warnock 
and Koch (1970) prepared the most recent checklist. About 
750 specimens are stored in the Park herbarium (Warnock 
1967b). Powell (1984) continues to collect plants and 
deposit them at Sul Ross State University in Alpine. 
Anthony (1952) and Smith [1972, 1973) listed the cacti 
that occur in B3NP.; Kurtz (1979) wrote a key. Wauer (No 
date) identified 58 forms of cacti in BBNP. 
Keys and lists are also available for other groups of 
plants. Cummins (1964, 1965) wrote about the Uredinales, 
Wetmore (1969, 1976) the lichens, Magill (1972, 1975, 1976) 
the mosses, and Wauer (197 1) the oaks. 
Chemical properties of locoweed, cacti, and nectar of the 
century have been studied (Pease 1940, Neill and Allen 
1979). Eickmeier investigated crassulacean acid metabolism 
(1976, 1978, 1979). 
Ruth (1972) studied the storaata of agaves in the Park. 
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§iH3i§ Species or Taxon Studies 
Burr (1966) wrote a brief account of an aspen survey, and 
Hauer (1971e) a key to the oaks. Halter and Lucht (1977) 
discussed diseases that might affect cottonwood trees in the 
Park. Liles (1983) wrote about the "Big" trees of the Park. 
The status of several species of plants in the Park has 
been investigated: Ojiunt±a (Anthony 1951) , niqht-bloominq 
cereus (Davis 1969) , Giant daqqer (Yucca carnerpsana, 0* Neil 
1971), Hechtia scariosa (Green 1973, Smith 1978)7~salt cedar 
(Howarth 1976), Leucaena retusa (Brewbaker 1979), Aguilegia 
spp. (Lott 1979), and Ancistrocactus tobushii (Heil and 
Brack 1984) . 
The rehydration of the resurrection plant was 
investigated by Eickmeier (1984), pollination of Aoaye 
haryardiana by Kuban (1983), and ontogeny of legumes by 
Derstine 77982) . 
£L°Ji§» IHsMlSSSIS* £0.3 Succession 
Long-term changes in the vegetation of the Park were 
reviewed by Hauer (1970a). Moir (1982) reviewed the effects 
of fire on the vegetation in the Chisos St. Harnock (1967a) 
compared a series of photos taken in the early 1900s to a 
series taken in 1966-67. 
Quantitative data on the vegetation of the Park was first 
collected in 1936-37 when exclosures were built at Green 
Gulch, Burnham's Trap, and Tornillo Flat (Sperry 1933). 
"Raw" data on recovery of the vegetation is available for 
1944-51 (Anon. 1944-51). The Soil Conservation Service, in 
cooperation with the NPS, established 11 veqetation 
transects in Big Bend National Park in 1948 (Leithead 1948) . 
These plots were remeasured by Harnock (1970b) in 1969. 
Wallmo (1955) described the location of 5 transects between 
Panther Junction and Persimmon Gap. Harnock (19 55) provided 
photos and plot maps for 6 belt transects. Summaries of the 
data from the belt transects in 1955 and 1967 were given by 
Harnock (1967d). Wondzell and Ludwig (1983) remeasured 51 
transects in 1981. The Texas A&N circular plots, 
established in 1955, were read again in 19 68 (Harnock 
1970a). Fifty-one desert plots were read again in 1931 
(Wcndzell 1984). Data is available only for selected plots, 
not all were remeasured (Harnock and Kittams 1967). 
Permanent plots (4) were established in Boot Canyon in 
1964 (Whitson 1965a). Eleven sites, each with 5 100 ft 
lines, were established by Harnock (1970c). Noir (1980) 
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e s t a b l i s h e d p l o t s i n the Chisos Mt. in 1978. The most 
recen t permanent p l o t s were e s t a b l i s h e d by Ludwiq (1984) as 
part of an MAB p r o j e c t . Ten 30-m t r a n s e c t s were e s t a b l i s h e d 
at Paint Gap h i l l s in 1981. 
Dick-Peddie and Alber ico (1977) began a 3-phase s tudy of 
f i r e ecology in the Park. Meents and Moir (1981) 
e s t a b l i s h e d p l o t s , near Pa in t Gap H i l l s and Nugent Ht . , in 
the Spring of 1981 and remeasured them in the f a l l . In 1982 
6 a d d i t i o n a l p l o t s were e s t a b l i s h e d (Meents and Moir 1982). 
Comparisons of burned and unburned a reas were made by Moir 
and Meents (1981) and Griese and Warren (1980). 
Baccus (1971) s t ud i ed the ecology roden t s but a l so 
c o l l e c t e d vege ta t ion data in the g r a s s l a n d , d e s e r t shrub , 
and woodland. Degenhardt (1960) s t u d i e d r e l a t i o n s h i p s 
between l i z a r d s and vege ta t ion quadra t s between 2,800 and 
5,250 f t e l e v a t i o n . Vegetat ion data i s a l s o a v a i l a b l e for 
the r i p a r i a n zone (Schmidly 1976, Schmidly e t a l . 1979). 
Wauer (1977a) d iscussed changes in b i r d l i f e a s s o c i a t e d with 
changes in the v e g e t a t i o n . 
y.§2£tfLii2Q, l4§.£§ 
Several maps of the vege t a t i on of E3NP have been 
p repa red . Warnock and Kittams (1970) defined p lan t 
communities of the Park. Stronq and B i s sone t t e (1981) 
p l o t t e d Cottonwood and willow s t a n d s along the Bio Grande. 
Leopold (1983) i d e n t i f i e d 15 veqe t a t i on a s s o c i a t i o n s in the 
Park and p l o t t e d them on a 1:100000 s c a l e map. Nyguist 
(1984) i s working on a c o l o r veqe ta t ion map, based on hiqh 
a l t i t u d e photography, for BBNP. 
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"Level" of Data 
Sp.e£i§.§ Inventories 
Level 1 - Prepark inventory 
Palmer 1928; Harsh 1937; Matthews n.d., 1937; Taylor et 
al. 19 44 
Level 2 - Prepark inventory 
Vascular plants (McDougall 1935a; Muller 1937; Sperry 
1938, 1941; Sperry and Warnock 1941) Vegetation map 
(Roseberry and Dole 1938) 
Contemporary observations 
Vascular plants (McDouqall and Sperry 1951; Warnock 1967b; 
Warnock and Koch 1970) 
Cacti (Anthony 1952; Smith 1972, 1973; Kurtz 1979; Wauer 
n. d„ ) 
Uredinales (Cummins 1964, 1965) 
Lichens (Wetmore 1969, 1976) 
Moses (Magill 1972, 1975, 1976) 
Oaks (Wauer 1971) 
£QY2£2i23XZnS2E2m..Z 
Level 2 
Locoweed (Pease 19 40) 
C e n t u r y p l a n t ( N e i l l and Al len 1979) 
C r a s s u l a c e a n a c i d me tabo l i sm ( E i c k m e i e r 1976, 1978, 1979) 
Agave (Ruth 1972) 
i22L2E25!y. 2S.il S i n g l e ^££££22 S t u d i e s 
Level 2 
Aspen (Burr 1966) 
Cottonwood (Walter and Lucht 1977, Stronq 1982) 
2EM££2 (Anthony 1951) 
Cereus (Davis 1969) 
Giant dagger (O'Neill 1971) 
SEStlia scariosa (Green 1973, Smith 1978) 
Tamarix (Howarth 1976) 
t222S§2§. £§EE§2 (Brewbaker 197 9) 
SHEiiiEiS SPP» (Lott 1979) 
2Q£iSEE2£22EE§ £2EE22ii (Heil and Brack 19 84) 
i22X2 3.2£vardiana (Kuban 1983) 
Resurrection plant (Eickmeier 1984) 
Legumes (Derstine 1982) 
E±2£2* X£2£2§2£§» 2Q.il S u c c e s s i o n 
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Level 2 
Long- te rm r e v i e w s (Warnock 1967a , Wauer 1970a) 
E x c l o s u r e s (Sper ry 1938) 
V e g e t a t i o n p l o t s and t r a n s e c t s ( L e i t h e a d 1948; Wallmo 
1955; Warnock 1955, 1967d, 1970a , b , c ; Whitson 1965a; 
Warnock and K i t t a m s 1967; Moir 1980; Wondzell and Ludwig 
1983; Ludwig 1984) 
F i r e e c o l o g y ( D i c k - P e d d i e and A l b e r i c o 1977, G r i e s e and 
Warren 1980, H e e n t s and Moir 1981 , Moir and Meents 1981 , 
Meents and Moir 1982) 
i§2S2x2tion naps 
Level 1 
Warnock and Kittams 1970, Strong and Bissonette 1982, 
Leopold 1983 
TABLES 
These tables are intended as a "quick reference" to the 
kinds of research conducted at BBNP. When there is no entry 
in a column we were unable to determine what the author 
intended, e.g. many geologists did not give dates their 
field word was conducted, therefore the "DATE" column in the 
table is blank. Entries are ordered chronologically by date 
of work. 
AQ01TIC BEFEHEHCES 
OBJECTITE^S OBJECT SinPLJ.BG MUSOD^REni BBS k2C*Il°_!l 5*1? E 5 L ? E ? H C E 
Differentiation of species Collection and Fort Stockton 1927-28 Hubbs et il. 
of Gaibusia nobilis analyses of speciaens and Boquillas, 19 29 
groap, Jpd description of Texas 
G. iaigei 
History and status of Literature review BBNP, TX 1928-76 Clark and villiais 
JajiBasla gaigei 1979 
Bio Grande: flow rate. Discharge neqsureBents, aauqe Bio Grande 1931-80 International 
cheilstry, biochenistty, height records, chemcal River and Boundary ana 
specific conductance, and biocheiical analysis, Rio Grande Water Conn. 
sewer outfalls, diversions, specific conductance watershed, TX 1931-80 
wafer use, reservoirs, and slit deteraination 
rain fall 
Surrey of fish in the Collection BBNP, TX 1990 Hubbs 1990 
Big Bend area 
Status.of , Observation BBNP, TX 1957-62 Hubbs and Brodrick 
gaibusia qalqei 1963 
Water quality fcoa Drilling, cheaical analysis, Castolon, 1963 Pawson 1963? 
test wells near Castolon bailing, punpinq tests BBNP, TX 
Seasonal changes io the Sanpled 15» segnent of Tornillo 1967-70 Hubbs and Bauer 
fish fauna of Tornillo sErean: fishes were Creek, BBNP, TX 1973 
Creek counted and conditions noted 
Quantitative description of 91 sg, ft. Surber BBNP, TX 1973-79 Bane and bind 
the Benthic coanunity sanpl.es were taken on 5 19/8 
of Tornillo Creek dates 
Prelininary evaluation of Hand picking, dip net. 8et!P.» and 1973-79 Lind 1982 
benEhic dispersion Surber sanpler, and drift GMNP, TI and 




oaJBCtiTE^soBJECT S-HPLINC !l?IHOD^BEfll«KS. LOCJIION C4tg EEEIEBECI 
Liinologicnl survey of Cheiical analysis of water BBNP, TX 1973-79 tittd and Ban 
s o u aquatic resources saiples froi 18 sites. T975 
31 saaples of invertebrates 
Provide baseline Eater saiples collected froi BBNP, TX 1973-79 lind and Bane 
llinoloqical data for 18 sites, 3 saiples at 1980 
water quality evaluation each site: (11 N and P analysis 
(2) Hetai analysis, (3) pH, 
alkalinity, hardness, sulfates, 
and turbidity. Quantitative 
saiples of inverts obtained 
by handpicking and/or dip net. 
Snrber saiples used to a 
siall extent. 
Description of new species Collection BBHP, TI 1979 Cole and Bane 
of Crustacea: IsopodS 1978 
Springs and Observation; leasurcient BBNP, TX 1975-76 Howarth 1976 
tlnajis in BBHP of flow rate 
lnalyses of fishes Collection in channelized Rio Grande, 1977 Hubbs et al. 
between El Paso and and wild river segicnts Biq Bend 1977 
the Pecos Hiver-Hio area, TX 
Grande confluence 
Distribution of Texas Observation, literature review fiBNPi TI. and Hubbs 1957 
Li3t of fishes at BBHP Observation, literature review BBHP, TI Hubbs 1958 
Hater resources surrounding Drilling, cheiical analysis, BBNP, TX Twichell 1966 





arestiqation in BBNP 
Sorphologlcal study of the axican stoneroller 
History of and 
•anageient Plap for 
5llfea§-i.i qalqei 
Iquifer test of 
geothenal spring IP 
S?ff!!llf!st?HtSfb?»eon 
Chihuabuan shiner 
Ground water hydrology 
Site for a therial 
flowing well 
S.8PLJ.HG 85J2HOD^BEB»BK5 
Sheaigal analysis, test rilling, puapinq tests 
Collection of specinens, 
leasureaents 
Bewiew of awailable data, 
personal experience 
Test wells 
Seasureaents, sex eterainatioh 











Junction, BBNP, TI 
Rig Grande 
village, BBNP, TX 
EEEEBSECS 
legjat et al. 
Burr 1976 
Hubbs et al. 1977 
Roore 1980 





22Jl£IITE/S2BiECr SIH.£L.IHG ttSIflOg^lEBilKS 12CJXJ0K 5*1-? IZZI*V*QZ 
Painted pebbles Literature review Trans-Pecos Historic Davenport and 
Synthesis of known Literature search BBHP, TX Historic Bgnsaan and Rohrt 
Findings of 4 Excavation of.3 caves in Chisos Ht., 1928 Harrinqton 1928 
excavations Chisos Ht. and 1 rock BBHP, TX 
shelter in Chalk Drav 
rindings of E. F. Coffin Excavation Nevaan, HH 1929 Anon. 1929 
at 2 archaeological sites Bee Cave 
Canyon in 
Chalk Drav 
•sport of archaeological Exploration of Doric cave, Doric Cave, 1929 Tounq 1929 
expeditions into Santa ana testing of caves in Santa Elena 
Eleia Canyon and Chisos Ht. Canyon, and 
Chisos Hountains Saoky Canyon 
Caye in 
Chisos Ht. 
Big Bend basket- Observation, collection Big Bend 1931 Hartin 1932 
•iters area, ft 
Painted.pebbles of Archaeological Shuali Cave, 1931 Hartin and 
Big Send area exploration of caves Texas •oolfora 1932 
Description of results Archaeological investigation Kniqht Cave, 1931 Setzler 1931 
of investigation Texas 
Description of findings Excavation of 4 caves Hulp Ears 1932 Setzler 1932 




OBIECIIIBZSOBJSCT SiHPLlBG 55IB2B<f?II*EE§ LSCnllQ" 5115 ESISEBECS 




First archaeological survey Location of 18* sites, BBh"P, TI 1936 Reed 1936 
of BBHP excavation of 1 sites 
Archaeological survey of Coipilation BBHP, TX 1916-17 Caipbell 1970 
Survey of 189 sites Observation, excavation Big Bend 1937 Cook 1937 
In Big Bend area, TX 
Bock vail construction Observation Big Bend 1938 Siith 1951 
By Indians of Big Bend area, TX 
Identification,of bones Excavation Cuatro- 1990-91 Giliore 1997 
associated with use of caves Cienegas, flX 
by huians 
Findings of 9 Excavated,9 of 99 previously Western TI 1998 Keller 1999 
excavations unreported sites 
Bibliography gf,. Literature review Texas 1960 Caipbell '960 
archaeological literature 
Results of excavation Excavation Roark Cave, 1961 Keller 1963 
of a cave Brewster Co., 
Texas 
Results of.excavation and Excavation Brewster Co., 1961 Keller and 





a5OCTITE£S0BJECT S»KPL£HG BEIHOD^HEH AB Kg L2CIIIQI. nnIE BEcSSBh'CE 
Archaeology of La Archaeological surrey and Cueva de La 1963 NcClarkan 1980 
Caera de La Zona investigation Zona de 
de Derruibes ' Derruabes, 
valley of Bio 
Santa Bosa, 
SE Mnevo Leon, NX 
Nuevo Leon, NX 
Archaeological survey of Becorded 132 archaeological BBHP, TX 1966 Caapbell 1967 
BBHP sites in a 6-week survey 
Balding trails in Beview of records and Trans-Pecos 1966-67 Canpbell and 
Trans-Pecos Texas survey of area Texas Pield 1969 
Mature and origin of Excavation, surface HE Hexico 1960-67 Epstein 19P.0 
fhe Iftbic tradition in collections 
in ME Hexico 
Pollen record for Analysis of pollen records N u e y a L e o n , 1968 Bryant and 
HE Hexico Coahuila, NX Riskind 1980 
Best and SB 
Texas 
Evolution of basketry in Collection Coahuila, 1970-75 Adovasio 1980 
IE Mexico and lover Taaaulipas, 
and Trans-Pecos IX Lover and Trans-
Pecos, Texas 
Findings,of excayation Excavation Fort.Leaton, 1971 Jug and Keqley 
at Port Leaton site site Presidio Co. TX 1971 
Spanish aissipns at Archaeological survey and Guerrero, 1975-76 Adans 1980 
Guerrero, Coahuila investigation Coahuila, NX 
c* 
1BCHAE0LOGICAL, BBPEBENCES 
OiilCTITE^SOBJECT SlHPLIHg 35TgOD^BE«»RKS tOCAT.101 P.5I? REPEBEECE 
Excavation of site Excavation BBKP, TI 1977 Baskin 1978 
threatened by highway 
realigment 
Archaeological suryey of Observation, excavation Tornillo 1979 Andretta 1979 
Tornillo Creek drainage BBNP, TI 
Cliaate, geology. Observation Big Bend Peabody 1909 
Saleontoldgy, ana. area, TI rchaeology of Big Bend 
Pictographs in Big Bend Archaeological exploration. Big Bend Saith 1923 
r review or available data area 
Iptes on dry rock Discussion of artifacts Alpine, TI Saith 1927 
skelters in W. Texas found in over TOO sites 
Early Spanish explorations Sunnarizes historical data of Big Bend Saith 1928 
In the Big Bend early European expeditions area, TI 
area of Texas in Big Bend area 
Hunan renalns fron Discussion of reaains froa Chalk Draw, Oetteking 1930 
2 sites Chalk Draw and Satan Brewster Co. 
Canyon Rockshelter and Satan Canyon 
Valverdl Co., TI 
Findings in a rock Excavation Bee Cave Coffin 1932 
shelter excavation Canyon, TI 
Basket-aaking culture Observation Big Bend Saith 1932 
in Big Bend area area, TI 
tBCBtEOLOGICtL BErEBEHCES 
QeiSCIIIIZSOBJECT 5i«litMG B.EIH.2BZ£!B>EK§ 12S1IIQE CUE BBEEBEHCE 
archaeological findings in Beviev of available data Big Bend Snlth 1932 
Big Bend area area, TX 
Sandals of the Big Discussion of types of Big Bend Snlth 1931 
Band culture sandals area, TX 
Bespits of excavation of Excavation Sunny Glen, TX Ssith 1934 
rock shelter in Sonny 
Glen Canyon 
archaeological surrey of Divides and relates five Texas Sayles 1935 
Texas broad areas of Texas 
archaeology 
Prehistoric cave, culture analysis of differences in BBHP, TX Setzier 1935 
in SB Texas results of previous Trans-Pecos 
excavations Texas 
Split stitch basket Discussion of split stitch Big Bend Siitb 1935 
Discussion of Big Bend Beviev of available data Best Texas anon. 1937 
cave dwellers 
Bock act sites in Survey of literature on Texas Jackson 1939 
Texas rock act sites in Texas 
Bespits of excavation of Excavation Sunny Glen Saith 1938 




Cordage of cares 
SlMPtlHG S5Ifi25^EI!l»Ef;§ 
Studied 3,721 pieces of 
cord nade frou rough grass 
and stranded fiber cord 
U)C.-IIQ5 DAJE REFEREKCE 
Suith 1900 
Basketrr in the 
Big Send 
Discussion of range of 





Eridence of European 
Influence in the 
pictographs of Best Texas 
Eridence of European 
influence in the 
pictographs of Best 
Texas 
Obserratiop, discussion of 
rock art sites 









Arrov or .dart shaft, 
tools and problenatica1 
incised stones 
Description and 
findings of house 
structure excaration 
Describes tools..their unction and their relation 







Description , of findings 
in lass burial care 
J n p l i c a t i o n s of the C-19 a l e s f r o i a care in 
C o a h u i l a , Mexico 
Exploration 





Martinez del Rio 
Taylor 1956 
lHCBlBOLOGICiL DEFERENCES 
062B£III?Z§2EJ?£T 5i!lEtIM5 !IEIS°2rl*E3iS5's. lO£e.II23 941* SECwBEKS 
Defense of classification Review of available Keller 1957 
of Liveraore Pocus data 
Review of Trans-Pecos Reyiev of available Trans-Pecos Lehaer 1958 
Texas archaeology data Texas 
Desert cultures and the Suaaary of available Keller 1959 
Balcones phase data 
Prehistoric cultures and Discussion Northern Taylor 1952 
their reliance on Coahuila, (II 
water noaadisa 
archaic cultures adjacent analysis of available Taylor 1966 
to the Northeastern data 
frontiers of Seso 
laerica 
Pollen as an indicator Pollen analysis of U7 Prightful Bryant 1975 
of prehistoric diets huaan copoolife specimens Cave, Coahuila, 
Mexico 
The need for fuller Review of data,on Trans-Pecos Mariaduke 1978 
understanding of why Trans- changes in environacntal area 
Pecos peoples never adopted conditions, projectile points, 
agriculture despite settlenent systems, subsistence 
available Knowledge data through tiae, and 
external cultural factors 
functional interpretations Personal experience. Lover Pecos Snafer 1980 





Test excayations at 
prehistoric caapsite 
SABPLIMG HIIHOD^EflABRS 




P a n o v s k i 1981 
~4 
CLI81TE BEEEBENCES 
OMICUTE^SOBJECT 5i»PtIE5 flirJ2^5?ll£HBS taSSIIQH 8515 EIE15E?CE 
R a i n f a l l p a t t e r n s of Rainftall r e a d i n g s f r o * « 7 Hexico 1921-90 Shreye T 9 Q) U 
northern Mexico s t a t i o n s in northern Mexico 
g oundarT of Chihuahuan, Teaperature and p r e c i p i t a t i o n Chihuahuan 1979 Schaidt 1979 
e s e r t based on c l i a a t i c r a l a e s f r o i about 800 Desert 
data weather s t a t i o n s in Hexico 
and 0 . S . 
Sliiate of Chihuahua, Analysis of data froa 130 Chihuahua, Schaidt 1975 
exico aetebroloqical stations Hexico 
Identification of sources Literature and personal Hexico Schaidt 1990 




Oai5CSHE^SD5iEST SiHPJjING HBTHOD^BEHiBrS L°C»tl°J! DITK lllllll^l 
Geology rl Big Bend O b s e r v a t i o n , f i e l d t r i p Big Bend 1936 Begeaann 1936 
area, TI 
Geology of BBNP cnei?ga
tr°S6aiTi!IT
aU2?ySis of
 B B N P ' " W t e s V 0 B 9 6 7 e U e t a K 
tbin sections, paleoaaqnetic interaittently 
studies, tapping 
feolpgy of Wildhorse 1) Cheaical analysis of Wildhorse 1940,76,77 Indest 1978 
ountains intrusion saaples froa wildhorse Hountain 
Ht., vet cheaical analyses. Intrusion 
X-ray fluorescence technique Brewster 
for aajor eleaents and Co., TX 
atoaic absorption for Na and K 
2} Petrograpnic analysis, detailed 
study of 110 thin sections 
aade froa 85 saaples taken 
froa the Wildhorse Ht. 
3) Electron aicroprobe 
analysis, detailed electron 
?icrobe analysis of 20 eldspar phenocrysts, 3 
Pyroxene phenocrysts and 13 
feldspar groundaass qrains 
Geology of the Geoloqic surrey Christaas and 1996-47 Blooaer 1999 
Christaas and Bosillos Bosillos lit., 
Hountains TX 
Boad log, BBHP Obserration BBNP, TX 1999 Maxyell et al. 
Glaciation Field surrey BBHP, TX 1958 Jenkins 1958 
Description of agate Collection Ceedle Peak, 1960-61 Zeitner 1962 





OBJIciHE/sogJECT siHP.li.HG 33IHOD^fBEflip.K.s tQCAHQH BJig sBEBBSK? 
Foundation of Chisos volumetric changes in BBHP, TI 1969 Harwell 1969 
Ht. Lodge bentonitic clay foundation 
aaterial is causing cracks in 
the lodge 
(lode of origin and 10 sample, cores collected Grapevine 1972 Kovschak 1973 
emplacement of the froi northern half of Hills, BBHP, 
Grapevine Hills laccolith laccolith: Lab work: thin TX 
of BBHP sections (85 saaples), electron 
•icroprobe analyses, Ha20 and 
K20 whole rock analyses, /9U8 
(29 s a a p l e s ) 
D i scoTery .o f new , . O b s e r v a t i o n . X-ray T e r l i n g u a , 1973 Sturaan and Handarino 
mercury h i n e r a l , p i n c h i t e f l u o r e s c e n c e s c a n , neutron TX 
analysis 
Geocheaical and petrographic Bepresentative saaples of Hariscal 197U flyers 1978 
survey of area and various rock types were Ht., BBHP, 
analysis of trends collected at 17 localities. TX 
differentiating this from Saaples for geocheaical study 
adjacent areas were taken near the margins 
of the exposed intrusions. 67 
thin sections were studied Texas 
petrographically. 20 vhole 
rock saaples were analyzed 
chemically. 
Geology of Gabbro Sill Electron aicroprppe analysis, Gabbro Sill 1975 Bgrgardner 
surrounding Hariscal Ht. point-counting, thin surrounding 1976 
section measuring Hariscal Ht., 
BBHP, TX 
GE0L0GIC1L RErEBEHCES 
OEJECriTE/SDBJECr Si.HPLI.1IG 3SIHOD^BEg»f.!C§ t2£4IIQ3 Bill BI?EE?!JgE 
Burro Hesa, riebeckite and Happed study area, collected Burro Hesa, 1579 Becker 1976 
chyoiite saaples, Lao work: whole BBNP, TX 
rock cb.eai.cal analyses of 
najor-eleaent oxides, 
selected trace eleaents were 
obtained by X-ray fluorescence, 
t nd nineral cheaistry was eterained by electron aicroprobe 
analyses. 
Petrology of the Cbenicalanalyses. electron. Christnas Ht., 1976 Junglusuk 1977 
Christnas Hi. aicroprobe analyses, studied TI 
teaperature of crystallization 
and oxygen fuqacity 
Geothernal areas of Visited. 10 theraal springs Best Texas 1976 Bennack et al. 
the Big Bend and wells; aeasured teaper- along Rio 1978 
ature, pH, discharqe; analyzed Grande 
water cheaistry (cations by 
atonic absorption spectrophoto-
aetry). Studied 3 springs for life 
fores included: bacteria (isolated 
for pure cultures, then tested) 
algae, vascular plants, 
invertebrates, vertebrates 
Coaancheite new Electron aicroprobe analysis, Hariposa . 1977 Roberts et al. 1991 
aercury aineral single-crystal X-ray Mine, Terltnqua, 
s tudy TX 
Erupt ive h i s t o r y of Pine 1 3 0 . t h i n s e c t i o n Pine Canyon, 1977-78 Oqley 1973 
Canton Ca^dera ipart a n a l y s e s , 12 new a a j o r - e l e a e n t Chisos H t . , 
of i n v e s t i g a t i o n of Trans- c h e a i c a l a n a l y s e s BBHP, TX 




OBiiCTiTE/sgBJECT 5»»EtI*5 flEIS2B^I2Si5ES l2CiIIOH 2411 BEZBE5HC5 
Paleoaagnetisn of early 178 cores,froa 31 flows BBHP, 1 9 7 8 5illilana and Clark 
terllarj were obtained and ncasurenents Brewster 1979 
aade by spinner aagnetoneter. and 
Presidio Co., 
TX 
lge of alkaline Argon analysis were perforaed BBNP, 1978 Dally 1979 
rocks by standard aass Ti 
techniques. 
Gaaaaray and aagnetlc Aerial survey, aagnetoaeter BBHP, 1979 Anon. 1979 
recoaaalssance aagnetoaeter TX 
Geologic napping of field aapping Santiago n't., 1979 Cobb 1980 
fauna, depositiqnal , neasurenent of,stratigraphfc Tornlllo 1979-80 Hartnell 1980 
environaeht, and sandstone sections, fossil preservation. Plats, 
grovenance of early collection and preparation BBNP, TX 
ocene rocks 
Structural geology of 95 saaples of.2 different Hesa.de 1980 DeCaap 1981 
flesa de Ingdiia rock types collected and Anquila, 
thin sectioned for analysis BBNP, TX 
of calclte twinning, feasibility 
of isotopic dating, and study 
of pressure solution surfaces, 
surface napping 
History of the field observation BBNP, TX ridden 1907 
Geology of.9 selected Observation Big Bend Gould 1936 
GEOLOGICAL BEPEBENCES 
OBJECTITE/SOBJECT SAMPLING HBTHOD/BEflllKg J.OC1TIQM DAIf. R?rSsB?.CE „ 
D55Cfi5i:ion"5r"BIq Bend* 3 ErieTSturS R T r M , BTq Bend Kaivell 19MB 
reaarxable areas, geology personal experience area, TI 
ethnobotany and fauna 
Photos of Puerto Photos OS - Mexico Walthall 19U9 
filco Mine 
Geologic history, Obseryation Big Bend Maxwell and Dleaich 
stratigraphy and structure area, TI 1965a 
of the Big Bend area 
Paleozoic outcrops Mapping: recopaaissance Santiago Ht., pearson and Greenlee 
la Santiago (it. with aerial photos and enlarged TI 1965 
topographic saps 
Paleozoic.stratigraphic Beviev of available jrea between, Wilson 1965 
bloon Solitario and data Solitario and 
Marathon Marathon,TI 
Big Bend 
Geology of the Big Bend Beviev of available Biq Bend West Texas Geoloqica1 
area * data area, TI Society 1965 
Boad log of ,, Field trip throuqh area, Brewster.Co. Maxwell and Dietrich 
geologic field trip observation and Presidio 1965b 
Co., TI 
A , palegwaqnetic study Lava flows aeasnred. West Texas Winters 1967 
of early tertiary basalts relative age of 
flows deterained 
Structure and petrology Observation, , Near Maverick Caneron 1968 
of a differentiated aafic cheaical analysis, vet analysis, Ht.,BBNP, 
alkaline sill I-ray fluorescence analysis TI 
•p-
G E 0 L 0 G I C 1 L REPEREHCES 
2&J1£ILI5ZS0BJECT SIKPLIMG «irHOD/|EHiRjcs L2S1IIQS 84TS BBBEEEECB 
Provide general geologic . Geologic Map 1:62.500, BBHP, Haxvell 1968 
and historic Intonation of a bookitour of the TX 
BBIP geology and history of BBNP, 
naps and abundant photos 
Geology of Castolon area Observation BBHP, TX Stevens 1969 
Caves of the Chisos Ht. Location of caves Puanel Peal, Watson 1969 
BBHP, TI 
CrystallTation of, Optical and electron Biq Bend Carnen and Caneron 
feldspars in alkaline rocks Microbe studies area, TX c1970 
Basenent rock fraievork X-ray fluorescence analysis, Chihuahuan Denison et al. 
of parts of Texas, a r9°P neasurenents nade on Desert, TX, HH, 1970 
southern Hew Mexico, a 1.5 inch Reynolds HX 
and northern Mexico type nass spectroneter 
Lover cretaceous sedi- Sunaary of stratiqraphic Chihuahuan Snith 1970 
Mentation and tectonics of work Desert, TX 
the Coahuila and vest 
Texas Platforns 
Hesozoic sedinentatiqn, Beyiev of available Horthern DeCserna 1970 
aagnatic activity and data Mexico 
defornation 
Vertebrate biostratigrapay Review of available Trans-Pesos Wilson 1970 
data Texas 
Oil and gas possibilities Review of available Chihuahuan area Greenwood 1970 
in the Chihuahuan area data 
Minerals in Chihuahuan Review of available Chihuahuan area HcAnultv 1970 
tectonic belt data 
U l 
GEOLOGICAL BEEEBENCES 
OBJECTiTg/SQBJECT SiHPtjiiG HETHQP/?EJHBKS L2c.*l"iQc' BATE- E5EEBIHC? 
Discovery of rhonite in Identified by optical Bear Maverick Caieron et al. 
BBIP properties in thin section lit., BBBP, TI 1970 
(strong absorption and charac-
teristic pleochroisn) and 
confiraed by vet chemical 
analysis 
foca^t^or iantTPC Description Sa^Uc.ente. Bax_vell and Harts 
Ticente member of 
Bogaillas foraatlon 
Geology of the Big Beyiev of available Big Bend J(est Texas Geological 
Terlingaa Hining District Literature reviev Terlingua Hininq Daugherly 1972 
Bariscal Hining area Inspections BBNP, TI Osepregi 1973 
S o a n r ? a 1 0 F s ? { i B a t t l G s n a k e SSffc£!B .5TSIS8iiJS S ?
a l T s e s I t ^ t i B I . 6 I I T " ? " e t a l -
stained thin sections, new TI 
cheaical analysis for major 
and selected trace eleaents 
Si, Al, Ti, (In, Bq, Ca, K, 
analyzed by I-ray rlourescence 
Bagnetic history of 3 Collected 60 oriented rock BBNP, TX Levis 1976 
areas in BBNP cores froa 6 sites iron 
2 laccoliths and a sill. 
Lab procedures: alternating 
field demagnetization, thin 
section analysis, magnetic 
susceptibilities, virtual 
geomagnetic pole positions, 
and statistical parameters 
c* 
GEOLOGICAL BErEBENCES 
0&iI£HI?ZSOBJECT SAHPLJJjG {ISIfliB^lIilLSE?. k°C&Ii2!! D-ATE EEEEEEMCE 
Contact metamprphlsn Analyses Bee Ht., BBHP, Droddy 1976 
near Bee Ht.. intrusion TX 
Terlinona's secondary Collection, literature Terlinqua Crook 1977 
mercury minerals review district 
Interdependence.of gravity Beyiew of available Chihuahuan western and Aiken 
and topography in area data Desert, TX, HX 1978 
of Bio Grande Bift 
Gravity analysis of the Laboratory analysis Blq Bend Hetcalfe and Clark 
Big Be{d as part of aria, TI 1978 
a continental rift 
Oppositional Grain sire analysis. Javelina Hiller 1978 
environment and source paleocurrent analysis, foriation, 
area of the Javelina petrography of the BBHP, TX 
foriation sandstone and shale 
Sio.Conchos-Bio, Grande Literature review D". S. , Heiico Deal 1979 
rainage evolution boundary 
Anhydrite and bassauite Hineral identification BBNP, TX Hill 1979 
in caves in BBHP by X-ray diffraction and 
optica}, techniques (oil 
m e r s i o n ) 
Hicrostructure and therwal Transmission electron microscope Big Bend Chpistofferson and 
IfisEory of cryptgperthites observations of cryptoperthite area, TX Scnedl 1979 
in a dike from Big Bend phenocrysts in 8 samples 
of rhyolite, microprobe 
analyses 
Description and evolution Geologic, map provided Transition . Poth 1979 
of structures between as data base between Sierra del 
Santiago Ht. and Carmen and Santiago 
Sierra del Carmen Ht., BBHP, TX 
GK0L0GIC1L REEEHENCES 
OBJJCTITE/SOBJSCT Sl!I£klM£ 5IIIOB/8 EHIBK5 k°C»Ii°2" DJJB BEBBBBBCE 
Inalyxed,stability Attenpted to synthesize , Terlinqua, BUMS 1980 
ana synthesis relationships EiemJ-te, terlinguaite and Texas 
in 5 aercury ainerals froa pinch }.te by aixinq aercury 
Terliagua containing compounds in appropriate 
foraulas. Stability reactions 
?n sane aaterials by placinq n sealed tabes and heatinq 
at various teiperatures for 
various tine periods, then 
identifying different phases 
with I-ray diffraction techniques 
Bydrogeologic Inventory of ground water Bosillos (It,, Christensen 198 1 
recoaaissance BBNP area, Ti 
Structural geology analysis of Landsat aultispecral Persiaaon Gap, Toelle 1981 
aad structural geologic scanner imagery, analysis BBRP, ft 
history of the Persimmon of aerial photographs. 
Gap area and direct field observations 
Hine shaft inventory Inventory BBNP, TI West 1982 
iS^Smgn°Fh!l?ory S.iI,T8HpJl?X Thurwachter 1983 
of the Quaternary-
Tertiary old gravel 
deposits. Lower 
Tornillo Creek 
Irea, BBNP, Texas 
03 
P1LB0HT0L0GI31L BEFEBEHCES 
oiilCTiTBj/sgBJECT SaSELISg 5SI502iLl211iE5§ L2C4II21! BfilP. BIESEBK*' 
Invertebrate paleontology Geologic aappinq, collection BBHP, TX 1936 Eley 1938 
Paleoceae and lover,eocene Reconnaissance of Tornillo Tprnillo 1952 Sllson et »!• 
vertebrates at Tornillo Plat area Plat, BBHP, 1952 
Plat TX 
Pollen profile 14 surface soil saaples , BBHP, TI 1969 Beyer 1979 
collected for pollen analysis 
Paleoecolpgy pf (1) ,Paleocurrent aeasureaents, BBHP, TX 1970-72 Lavson 1972 
the Tocnill6 formation drain size trends, and petro-
2raphic analysis; (2) paleobotany ear impressions and recovery of 
pollen; (3) fossil collection 
Iavertebrate paleontology Description BBHP, TX Eley 1938 
Hlcropalegntology of upper Stratigraphic sections vere BBHP, TX Bostik 1960 
Eagle Ford and 16ver aeasured and each unit 
Austin groups, BBHP described, saaples washed 
and ezaained 
iediaentology of the Heasured 7,stratigraphic BBHP, TX Hopkins 1965 
gnja foriation sections with Brqntofi coapass Iguia 
and Jacob's staff and recorded foraation 
lithology, fossil content, 
sediaentary structures, lithologic 
association, and shape of 
each bed, studied thin 
sections of 25 sandstones, 11 
claystones and 4 congloaerates 
Cenozoic history of Collections Big Bend Wilson 1965 
Big Bend area area, TX 
PilEOHTOLOGIClL BEFEBEHCES 
OBJgcriTB/saBJECT Si.«?it*2; 5£ia25ZE?fl»£ES L2£tItQM BUS ESSSSE5C? 
Woodrat a iddens 8 voodrat a i d d e n s saap led BBHP, TX B e l l s 1966 
S i ocepe fpraa t ign and C o l l e c t i o n of s p e c i a e n s Castolgn Stevens et a l . 
a s t o l o n l o c a l fauna a r e a , BBHP, 1969 
TX 
?ev geopyid rodent collection of fossil ish Spring, Harris and iood 
roa oligocene ish vertebrates western 1969 
Spring local fauna Jeff Davis 
Co., TX 
lev fossil rodents frpa Collection of speciaens Bancho Gaitan Ferrusguia, Villafranc 
the early oligocene of northeastern Wood 1969 
northeastern Chihuahua Chihuahua, NX 
SediaentologT of paleocene Observation, testinq Tornillo riats, Schiebout 1970a 
Equldae of the Jiela Ezaaination of speciaens Trans-Pecos Forsten and HcGrev 
Croup of Trans-Pecos ri Texas 1971 
Enterodontidae in the Collection of speciaens Wilson 197 1 
Trans Pecos (Tieja Group) 
Provenance and depositional Collection, analyses BBHP, TX Riqsbr 1978 
environnents of the eocene 
foraation 
Paleocene vertebrates of Hot specified BBHP, TX Schiebout 1979 
the Black Peaks foraatlon 
Largest Pterosaur froa Literature reviev BBHP, TX Bedrossian 1975 




OBJECTITE/SOBJECT SAHPLT.NG HIIHOD^REHARKS LQCAIJ2H BitE EEEEBEESS 
Pterosaur from late Collection BBNP, TX Lawson 1975 
Cretaceous of Biq Bend 
?estudy of Castolon aiocene Prospected for fossil Hear . Stevens 1977 
auna vertebrates in lover part Castolon 
of Delaho formation BBNP, TX 
Paleocene environment BBNP, TX Schiebout 1979 
Fauna from the eocene BBNP, TX Hartnell 1980 
of the Hannold Hill 
formation, BBNP 
Ceratopsian bone bed Excavation BBNP, TX Lehman 1982 
from the Aguja formation 
Bagnetic polarity Collection Black Peak Ht. Papp and NacFadden 19f 
Hicropaleqntology of lover Samples taken from 15 
Fortibn of Bogulllas foot stratiqraphic intervals 




OjiJJC.T^I7^S OBJECT SIHPtlRG HETgOB^g|BlBKS L 2 C i I l ° ! DAJE B?E?SB?C? 
I n t e r n a t i o n a l park L e t t e r s BBNP. TX and H i s t o r i c Garrison 1953 
Mexico 
History of cattle in BBNP Literature review BBNP, TX Historic Otley 1962 
History of cattleaen in Literature, interview BBHP', TI Historic Casey 1968 
History of Hot Springs Literature, letters, BBNP, TI Historic Levy 1968 
interviews 
History of the Big Bend Literature, letters, BBNP, TX Historic Casey 1969 
area interviews 
Candelilla wax industry Literature BBNP, TI Historic Casey 1970 
History of Brewster County Literature review Brewster Co. Historic Casey 1972 
Historic structures at Literature review BBNP, TX Historic Sbeire and 
Camp Santa Helena Sinnonds 1973 
Effects of huian activity Literature BBNP, TX Historic Bauer 1975 
History of BBNP since 1500s Literature review Biq Bend 1532-1968 Madison 1968 
area, TX 
Baronial forts of Big Bend Literature review Biq Bend 1530-1880 Corning 1967 
area area, TX 
Spanish and Indian battles Beviev of available data Trans-pecos 1787 Nelson 1935 
In Trans-Pecos Texas and Chihuahua 
00 
HISTORICAL BEPEHEHCES 
pBJBCTITE/SqBJECT SAHPLIIG BElHOD^BEHARKg L2CAJIQ1! Bitf. RgPEREMCE 
History of Boquilias-Rot Literature review BBHP, TI 1852-Present C35ST 
Lajltas, TX Literature reTiev La-|itas, TX 1852-Present Casey 1971 
History of Texas rangers Literature reTiev Bio Bend 1881-1882 Townsend 19 35 
in Big Bend area area, TX 
The G-4 ranch Personal experience BBHP, TI 1885-1895 Gillett 1933 
Canyons along the personal account BBHP, TI 1899 Hill 1901 
Troubles yith Mexican Literature review Big Bend 1900-20 Tyler 1975b 
bandits along the border area, TI 
Hopesteaders story- Personal account BBHP, TX 1909-92 Lanaford and Gipson 
Bandit raids in Literature review Big Bend 1915-20 Snithers 1963 
Big Bend area area, TX 
Glenn Springs raid Personal experience BBHP, TX 1916 Cook 1963 
Glenn Springs raid Literature, interviews, BBHP, TX 1916 Raborq 1959 
personal account 
History of BBHP Litecature review BBHP, TX 1930-52 Jameson 1979 




OBJECTITE^SOBJECT SiBPLJllG HETJOD^BE«iBg§- L021IIQ1J BilE SltEEEHCE 
?ecommended boundary Field investigation by foot, BBNP, TI 1935 Birth 1935a 
or BBVP car, horseback, and plane 
Field trip and description Field trip, observation BBNP, TX 1935 Birth 1935B 
of various, aspects of 
proposed BBHP 
accomodations at the Observation BBNP, TX 1997 Hear 1997 
nevly created BBHP 
Inventory of historic Description, photos, floor BBHP, TI 1969 Brown et al. 1969 
structures plans, naps 
?uins along Tornillo Literature review, BBNP, TX 1979 Weedin 1975 
reek observation 
Description of various Observation, review of BBHP, TX Toll 1939 
aspects of Big Bend area available data, personal 
experience 
General overview of , Literature review, personal Big Bend schoffelnaver 1937 
various characteristics of experience area, TX 
Big Bend area 
Discussion of Literature review. Big Bend Horelock 1938 
establishment of personal experience area, TX 
BBHP 
Description of BBHP Personal experience BBHP, TI Tillotson 1992 
BBHP wildlife conservation Report,on.biology and , BBNP, TX Stevenson 19 9 3 
natural history in Big Bend 
CO 
HISTOBICJ.L BEEEHEHCES 
2fiO£IIIIZS0BJ5£r SIHP.LJ;NG aiTHOD^Bsajgics . LJCJIIOH DXIE B5CEBBHCI 
Deve lop ing BBHP O b s e r v a t i o n BBHP, TX T i l d e n 1995 
E . . 8 - Tovnsend L i t e r a t u r e rev iew BBKP, TX Burgess and B e n t l e v 
H i s t o r y o f . B i g Bend . Beyiew of a v a i l a b l e d a t a , Blq Bend Casey 19U8 
aid e s t a b l i s E i e n t of t h e l i t e r a t u r e , p e r s o n a l a r e a , TX 
park e x p e r i e n c e 
Biography of E. E.. Tovnsend L i t e r a t u r e r e y i e v . West TX Sa r ton and Casey 19 5 8, 
interviews 
History of BBNP Early historical account BBHP, TX Harwell 1951 
Description of BBHP. . Personal experience BBHP, TX Kenney 1968 
its history and inh&bitats 
Research and aanageaent Documentation, aappinq BBHP, TX Davila 1993 
of historic structures 
Clay tablets found Letters discussing findlnq of Hot Sprinqs, HacGee 
at Hot Sprinqs ancient Bonan-lberic tablets TI 
BBHP, TI project, Texas superficial suinary of Biq BBHP, TI (JSDI 
Bend's natural history 




OBJECTITE/SOBJBCT SIHPLIHC "5112^1111*EK5 12S4IIQM MM- EEISBSs'Cg 
Surface litter breakdown mount of decomposition BE State 1977 Bhitford et al. 
of creoBotebush litter Oniv. ranch, 198(5 
was leasured after 120+ days Las Cruces,HH 
Soils and.Teaetative Survey of vegetation, Traus-Pecos, Carter and Cory 






2II5QIII1^SOBJECT SABPLi5£ BgTlOB^gBHlHKS L°C»7-I°N D»I« 5IE15I1CE 
His tory of bighorn sheep H i s t o r i c a l r ecords Chihuahnan H i s t o r i c Hai lev 1977 
in Ckinuahuan Desert Desert 
Bird l i s t Observat ion Guadalupe Ht . , 1901 Oberholser 1902 
Texas , BBWP 
Sgaier resident birds Collection Brewster Co. 1909 Hontqoaerv 1905 
of Brewster Co. 
Beptiles and aaphibians Collection Brewster Co., 1905 Streaker 1909 
of Brewster Co. TX 
Changes in bird abundance Teg. plots, field observation, BBNP, TX 1900's jailer 
associated with chanqes literature 1977 
la vegetation 
B ird observations in Big Observation, collection BBHP 1916 Haxon 1916a 
end area area, TX 
Bird observations in Observation BBNP area, 1916 Haxon 1916b 
Big Bend area TX 
Birds of the Chisos Observation, collection SfciS03 nt* » 192B Tan Tvne 1929 
Co5Sf r?
fTlx eas S t 8 r c o f f e c ^ o T ' ix"!"5'" C ° ' lift, lift Kh^™ a ° d S U t t ° n 
lev species of Saturniid, Observation, collection Chinati Ht. 1929 Tinkhaa 1993 
»sea;3phaxi3 S_h i_nat lensis Presidio Co., 
TX 
Cicadidie of the Big Observation, collection Biq Bend 1929-30 Tinkhaa 1991 
Bend area area, TX 
00 
PlDMl HEFERENCES 
0BJ1CTITB/SOBJECT 5»»£LI»G HB.rB.0D/fBJB»B.K5 12C1T.125 B U S ESTEBIIS? 
Discovery of the nesting observation BPPt Sprlnqs, 1932 Van Time 1936 
area of the Coliaa warbler Chisos at., 
BBHP, TI 
Early report on flora observation, collection Big Bend Thoason 1939 
and faaaa area, TI 
Bird life of Big Bend Observation, collection, Biq Bend 1933 Sutton 1935 
area description area, TZ 
Bird distribution Observation BBNP, TI 1939 Quillan 1935 
Bird survey of N. Observation, Coahuila, BI 1936 SaoS" a n d Stevenson 
Bird list Observation, collection BBHP, TI 1936-37 Borell 193ft 
?ev bird records Observation, collection Southern 1936-37 Borell 193B 
ron southern Brewster Brewster 
County (BBNP) Co., BBHP 
Checklist of BBNP aannals Inventory BBHP, TI 1936-37 Rorel1 and Bryant 
Baaaals found in BBHP Collection BBHP, TI 1936-37 no pel1 and Bryant 
Collectioosof Big Bend's Collection Big Bend 1936-38 Schnidt and Saith 




OBOECTITE/S OBJECT SAHPirHG HIIHOD/B EfliggS 12C1HQB QJIE lEZkEIsQE 
Two new bird subspecies Collection £li§ 0 3 Ht*» Brandt 1938 
lew bird records Observation, collection Brewster Co., Stevenson and Siith 
fron Brewster County TI. 1938 
Bird list Observation, collection BBHP, TX 1937 Stevenson and Saith 
1938 
Arachnids froa the Collection Chisos Ht. , 1938 Gertsch 
Chisos BBHP, TX 
laphibians aad reptiles Collection Chisos Ht. , 1938 Hurrav 1939 
froa Chisos Ht. v BBSP, TI 
Snakes of northeastern Collection NE Hexico 1938-90 Saith 1999 
lexico 
Beptiles and aaphipians Collection Coahuila, HX 1938-39 Schaidt and Owens 
of northern Coahuila, 1999 
Hexico 
Coliaa warbler nesting Observation BBHP, TI 1991 Blake 1999 
Ecological survey of BBHP 3 aonths field work by 9 BBHP, TI 1999 Tailor et al. 
people, general survey. 1999 
Birds of Brewster County observation Brewster Co., 1999 Cruickshank 1950 
TX 
Clark's nutcracker in the Observation Chisos Ht., 1950 Galley 1951 
Chisos Houatains BBHP, TX 
r i O H BEPZBKHCES 
OBJBCTTYE/SDBJBCT §»«ELI!I5 NSI3°22niIMMs WCIIIS!! MIS BESSESUCS 
Changes , ID competing , renceA and t r a p p e d , Bl*ck Gap 1251"52 and H i l s t e a d 1965 
p o p u l a t i o n s of w h i p l a i l s i g h t i n g of larked BSA, TI 1962 
l i z a r d s in southwes tern i n d i x l d u a l s , s toaach 
Texas a n a l y s i s 
B annals, of Black Gap C o l l e c t i o n Black Gap. 1251-52 T a a s i t t 1959 l l d l i f e Banageaent Area Brewster Co. 1952 
and La Hota Mountain and La Rota fit. 
area a r e a , P r e s i d i o 
C o . , TI 
Pluaage and territorial Obserxation Chisos Rt., 1952-53 Pox 195U 
behayior of Lucifer BBHP, TX 
huaaingbirds in Chisos Ht. 
Axifauna of the Sierra Obserxation, collection. Sierra 1953 Miller 1955 
del Careen analysis of available del Caraen 
data Coahuila, HI 
feharior of Texas Obserxation BBHP: NR 1959-66 MCCOY and Gehlbach 
oag-nose snake and TX 1967 
Coliaa warbler nest Obserxation BBNP, TI 1959 Snyder 1957 
Abundance and food,habits leg. transects, censuses. Gene Howe 1955-56 Daxis et al. 1956B 
of kangaroo rat and guail food habits flildl. Manage. 
Area, TX 
Aiphibians and reptiles Collection Big Bend 1955 Hinton 1958 
of Big Bend region of area, Tl 
Texas 
Cokln^rlticulatus Trapping, collection 2itahf!P 1 9 5 S , ? 5 B S 3 n d ° U ° n 
r f o i Texas nanagenent 





OBJECTITE/SOBJECT SAHPLIHG NIIHOD^REflAglCg LP-CflIr2!< Dijg 5IEEE?*!?? 
Bodent-gaae relationships. Seed arailabf1ity, dead-trap BBNP-Gene 1956 Darls et al. 1956 
ecological surrey of BBHP lines, lire traps, 3bootinq, Howe Hanaqe. 
food habits, deer pellet- area, TI 
counts, reg. plots 
Seer and Teg. transect veg, transects, and deer BBHP-Black 1956 Daris et al. 1956 
afa pellet counts Cap, rl 
fiodent-gase relationships. Seed aTailability, dead-trap BBBP-Gene 1957 Daris et al. 1957 
ecological surrey of BBHP lines. lire traps, shooting, Howe Manage. 
food habits, deer pellet- area, TI 
counts, reg. plots 
Ecological surrey of Studies of population Biq Bend 1957-58 Pil00- and Wallao 
Big Bend area ecology of birds, rodents, area, TI 1958 
and aule deer 
Ecology and distribution Census of singinq sales Biq Bend 1956-58 Diron 1959 
of desert scrub birds area, TI 
lew species ,,,, Capture BBMP, TI 1956-57 Degenhardt and Stael 
friaotpaodon rilkinsoni, 1957 
r f 5 1 ~ B f l P — 
Surrey of herptofauna General pbseryatlon. trappinq, BBMP, TI 1956-59 Deqenhardt 1960 
and quantitatire obserratlon 
g uantitatire study of Trapping and.obsecration.of, BBNP, TI 1956 Deqenhardt 1966 
erntofauna on the lizards, nuaber of lizards in 
Chisos at. guadrats and reqetation 
d e n s i t y 
lev s p e c i a e n of C o l l e c t i o n Ch i sos (It. 1957 Deqenhardt and flilst 
^Bi.i . i .L* S a s y - i i a i a 1959 
TIU11 R E F E R E N C E S 
OBJECTlYB/soBJEcr SAHPLIMG 51I59^ZlSfls.lIE§ k2£iII2H 54IS ElEIEIuQT 
?ev scorpion species Collection BBNP, TI 1957 Stahnke 1967 
CO! BBNP ' 
rvo DSV species of Collection, observation Jamaica, B.1. 1958-59 Howden 1960b 
ong-norned beetle fcoa Chisos (It. 
Jamaica and Chisos St., BBNP, Tt 
BBNP 
Summer behavior of ObserTatlon BBNP, TX 1958-63 Bilstead 1970 
Scelopocus nerriani and and 1966 
species of oedeneridae Collection BBNP, TI 1959 irnetti 1965 
Land use history of deer Yeg. transects, deer pellet Rio Grande 1959 Davis et al. 1959 
and Teg. transect data codnts, interviews area, TX 
Scarabae of,Big Bend Collection Big Bend 1959 Howden 1960a 
area including a new area, TX 
species Phylropmaga 
Status of bighorn Observation, review of Texas 1960-80 Leopold and Krausun 
sheep in Texas available data 1983 
Bnshtit taxonony Collection of speciiens BBNP, NH, 1960 Paitt 1967 
az, Rexico 
Status of deec populations Roadside cruise-line aethod, Black Gap WPIA, 1960-61 Wallno 1961 
and vegetative cover sampling or peraanent BBNP, TI 
vegetation plots 
riDIl BKfEBBUCES 
Ofiil£IIIL£SOgJBCT SiHPLJJIG MEIHOO^BHABgJ L2C4IIQH Bill EHIBSEC? 
Ecological distribution collection; 1-IOa Cbi5° s gt. , 1963, 70, Pratt 1972 
and zoogeography of land saaplo plots, for larqer BBNP, TI and 1971 
snails of the chisos snails saapled litter 
Ht. and soil fauna with 25ca 
quadrats, snails vere 
preserzed; shell fragaents 
in litter were sazed and 
and identified, 
lspects of life history Collection: soae caught by Mew Mexico Forbes 1963 
of silky pocket loose hand at night with liqht 
source, soae taken in 
auseua special traps. 
kginq, aeasurinq, examining 
repro. tracts 
Hodent research Lite trapping Panther 1961 Warner 1969d 
Junction, 
BBHP, TI 
Coliaa warbler Casual obserzation BBHP, TI 1969 Gehbach 1967 
Population estimates of Lize trapping, 98 traps BBKP, TI 1969 Fasp 1969 
zelloz-nosed cotton rat. Into) on each of 2 qrlds 
Lincoln Index 
ley to 5 species of Literature reziew BBNP, TI Wauer and Warner 
Pefoayscus froa BBHP 1969 
Nesting of Black- Observation Chisos Ht. 1966 Barlow 1967 
capped zireos in the BBNP. TI 
Chisos Ht. 
gajge extension of Elf Obserzation Big Bend 1966 ?gj-i0v a n d J°hnson 
r i O l l BEPEBENCES 
OBJECTIVE/SUBJECT sigptifis «5IgOfi<flI«fc85s k2Cit[OH B*T5- EIE3BIHC? 
Butterfly fauna froi Collection Hear Cuatro 1966 Ciench 
central Coahuila, Cienaqas de 
Hexico Carranza, central 
Coahuila, Mexico 
Survey of 7 snail Observation and trappinq BBHP, TI 1966 Judd 1967 
•annals Iron BBHP 
Stonach analyses of spiny lnalyses BBHP, TX 1966 Sail" a n d Hilsteai 
crevice lizard 1971 
Seasonal occurrence and Op-serrations pf the author, BBHP, TI 1966-71 Bauer 1973 
distribution or Birds visitors to the park, and 
at BBHP records on file in tne 
Naturalists office 
Crowding response of Capture, nark, and BBNP, TX 1966-69 (Jilstead and Snith 
canyon lizards observation or lizards 1970 
1 new.land snail from Collection Chisos Ht. 1966-67 Pratt 1971 
First Texas,record Hist nettinq, collection XlKCa Flats 1967 Easterla 1969 




Ecology of yellow-nosed Lab observations for behavior, BBHP, TI 1967-70 Crowder 1970 
cotton rat live-trappinq in the field 
for population estinates 
Bats aist netted Hist nettinq, observation BBNP, TX 1967 Easterla 1967 
and observed in BBHP 
VO 
4> 
F I U K A R E F E R E N C E S 
OBilCIHSZSOBJKCr SHEtlNG NBiaOD^BEHiRICS WCIIION; DilE EEFEgENCE 
First record of spotted bat Hist letting BBNP, TI 1967 Easterla 1970 
in Texas and notes on its 
natural history 
Deternine status of Observation, netting Big Bend, TI 1967 Easterla 1972 
Leptonycteris niTalis in and 
S H I P — Coahuila, HI 
Ecology of bats P 1?* n e t*inq oxer water- BBNP, TX 1967-71 Easterla 1972 
•estgval tiger beetles Collection BBNP, TI 1967-69 Gauner 1973 
Cplina warbler census in Observation (bird census) Chisos Ht., 1967 Bauer 1967 
the Chisos Ht. BBHP, TI 
Birds banded at BBNP during Banding BBNP, TI 1967-68 Bauer 1969 
Records of wintering Collection and observation SfeiS03 »*•• » 1967-68 Bauer 1969 
Anna's hunningbird Collection and field BBNP, TI 1967 Viuer and Brlander 
observation 1968 
Occurrence of Charadrifornes Observation BBNP, TI 1967-72 Wauerr and scuddar 
Baseline data for Coliia Censusing, vegetation plots BBNP, TI 1967-76 l84fir 
riOIl REFERENCES 
°BJ?^ITE^SUBJECT S»HPLT_HG HBIHOD^EHABKS LOCJUQN B U I 8?IIBEcCE 
Ecological distribution ObserVation, collection BBNP, TX 1968-69 Brown 1970 
or Spiny lizards (Sceloporus) 
Diurnal lizard populations Veg. plots and lizard BBNP, TX 1968 Degenhardt 1968 
censuses 
Lizard populations. Teg. plots and lizard BBNP, TX 1968-69 Deqenhardt 1970 
wag. parameters censuses 
Population status of 6 permanent quadrats BBNP, TX 1968-69 Deqenhardt 1970 
diurnal lizard analyzed for herpetofauna, 
soil, and vegetation chanqe 
since 1957-58 
Checklist of chiggers Collection BBNP, TX 1968-71 Loonis et al. 1972 
Behavior and ecology of Pield observation Bsluorhea, 1968-73 Patton 1970 
Trans-Pecos skunks Reeres Co., TX 
Nesting gf Lucifer Obserration, photoqraph Basin area 1968 Nelson 1970 
Humingbird in the United Chlsos (It. , 
States BBNP, TX 
Sighting of upland Observed and photoqraphed Rip Grande 1968 Bauer 1970 
plover In BBNP r Vlllaqe, BBNP, 
TI 
General introduction to General nature book for BBNP, TX 1968-72 Bauer 1973 
B B B P for a naturalist visiting naturalist, qood 
bibliography 
Black-vented oriole Field observation, capture, BBNP, TX 1968-69 Bauer 1970 
and photographs 
PlOVl REFEHENCES 
2B_iECTIT|^SDBJECT SiMPL^NG BSIHOD^BSHJBKS LOC-IiqH D»X? BILIC-ENCE 
Ecology and distribution Dsed plot quadrants and BBKP, TX 1969-71 Baccus 1971 
of rodents as influenced trap linos[Shotnan live) 
by secondary succession traps) to determine rodent 
species, 1325 specimens vere 
collected. Length, woight, sex 
reproductive status and 
presence of ectoparasites 
vere noted. 
Spotted bat behavior Observation BBNP, TI 1969 Easterla 1971 
Pocketed free-tailed bat Nettinq Boquillas, 1969 Easterla 1970 





Documentation of amphibians O b s e r v a t i o n s mere made in p r e s i d i o Co. 1 2 6 9 - 7 1 , Olson 1971 
and r e p t i l e s and t h e i r the f i e l d by v a i l i n g t r a n s e c t s TI , Cbihua- 73 ,79 
e c o l o g i c a l a s s o c i i t i o n s in s e l e c t e d a s s o c i a t i o n s , nuan b i o t i c 
t r a p p i n g , and road c u t t i n g province in 
MI, Chisos 
H t . , Brevs ter 
C o . , T X 
l e v record of Bed H e t t i n q , c o l l e c t i o n B p s i l l o Banch 1969 Smith 1975 
Bat from Brewster C o . , 10.5ml N 
Texas of Panther 
Junction, BBHP, 
TX r 
Observat ions o f . L y o p h o b i o s i s Obervat ion Chisos Mt. 1969-70 Van P e l t 1971 
and f eed ing h a b i t s of BBNP, TX 
ti21&t2E!lS iP.iSElsiy.J 
H ? .
t S v S o d h h n d i h i S 0 ^ C o l l e c t i o n S l s P ^ T ? ^ 1 9 6 9 _ 7 5 V a n P e U 1 9 7 5 
FlUBl REFERENCES 
2&i6SlIIIZS0BiECT SiHPIdHG BITgOD^BHABKS t°CJTI.OH D»Ig HEPERENCE 
lnt3 of the Chisos Ht.. Colleqtion BBNP, TX 1269 and Van Pelt 1983 
Second smallow-tailed kite Observation Bio Gcande 1969 Bauer 1970 
record for frans-Pecos Texas Village, 
TI 
Bestward extension Observation BBNP, TX 1969-72 Bauer 1973 
of bronzed covbird 
range in TX 
Cave swallows nesting Observations B8EBSCa,v/ "•*••» 1969-70 Va4?r a n^ Davis 
Reproductive behavior Field and laboratory BBNP, TX and 1969-70 Bhitson 1971 
of roadrunners observation Okla. 
First sighting of gray Observation BBNP, TX 1970 Barlow and Bauer 
vireo wintering in 1971 
BBNP 
Examine and describe Peccaries were observed in BBNP, TX 1970-79 Bissonette 1982 
relationships of resource their natural environment. 
structure, quality, and Individual peccaries were 
availability to social observed for tine budgets. 1 
behavior and organization of 5 groups of peccaries being 
of peccaries observed was capturod and ear 
tagged. Vegetation sampled, 
scats collected. 
Bats in the Fronteriza Netting, collection Fronteriza 1970 Easterla and Bacons 
Coahuila HI 
00 
r i U H B.EPERENCES 
OBJBCTITE/SUBJECT 5*51£I!!i 5Iia2D^S5fli5E$ 12SSIJ.QE Bit? EEEEEEESI 
Bloqepgraphical analysis Pieldwoxk: collection, Chthuahuan 1970-71 Horafka 1977 
of Chihuahuan Desert established general Desert 
through its herpetofauna geographical and ecoloqlcal 
orientation to Chihuahuan 
Desert through field journal 
and slides, literature search, 
nuseun tour 
Ecology of the Pield observation, Bolson ie 1970-79 Mgrafka et al. 
Bolson tortoise vegetation transects Hapini, HZ 1981 
Seasonal and yearly Sanpled lizards with pitfall Dona Ina range, 1970-75 Bhitford and Creusere 
fluctuations in Chihuahuan traps, noosing, and hand Mew Mexico 1977 
Desert lizard coanunities capture; narked each lizard; State Univ. 
estiaated population using Ranch, Las 
Lincoln index Cruces, NH 
?ctoparasites on bats Collected external parasites BBHP, TZ 1970-71 Vhitaker 
ron BBHP fron bats and Easterla 1975 
Status of white-tailed Used Hahn cruise lines and BBHP, TZ 1971-72 Atkinson 
deer pellet plot transect census 19 76 
technigues. pellet group counts, 
spot-lighting, predntor 
scat anaylsis, observation 
Poodhabits of 7 bat Collected by list netting at BBNP, TZ 1971 Eastela and Uhitaker 
species fron BBHP waCerholes ana hana-nettlng 1972 
at night roosts, used 
dissecting scope to exanine 
stoiach contents 
Hvcterglyphine nile in Collection BBHP, TZ 1971-77 O'Connor et al. 
gaano of Leptonycleris 
I 1 2 § l i s 
H i n t e r - s p r i n g h o n e . T r a p p i n q , r a d i o - t e l e n e t r y BBNP, TZ 1971 S t i n e 1975 
r a n g e s o f c o y o t e s in BBNP 
riOKl BErEBEHCES 
28il£IIIIZSOBJECT siHPj-LMS IIIS22^1I3ilE5. L2S»I125 5 i l l 5?L5»?UCE 
E c o l o g i c a l d i s t r i b u t i o n of Observat ion [pre ferred Chlsos Ht.., Bauer 1971 
b i r d s in the Ch i sos Ht. e c o l o g a c a i a s s o c i a t i o n ! BBHP, TX 
Scoloqy of Observat ion aktograph , T p r n i i l o 1972-73 Crawford 1979 
r tSoporus ornatus recorded t e a p , . Induced P l a t s , BBHP, 
- - - n o l t i n g , d e n s i t y e s t i i a t e s TI 
• i d s e q a e n t aeasureaont 
Euderaa naculatun Captured with a i 3 t n e t s , BBHP, TI 1972-73 F.asterla 1976 
— kept in c a p t i T i t y and 
observed 
Predation upon snake by Observation, collection. Study Butte, 1972 Easterla 
centipede X-ray TI 1972 
Collection of arachnids Collection Bio Bend 1972 Saith 1972 
iron 6ig Bend area area, TX 
Hatural history of Collection, observation, Biq Bend 1972 Wallace and Hollandet 
of the Trans-Pecos rat renew area, TX 1972 
snake data 
Bcology of Caraen lit.. Field observation, pellet BBHP, TX 1972-79 Kcausian 1976 
white-tailed deer counts, predator scat 
analysis, 
habits, vegetation analysis 
b e E . e i n r v E i ^ and of * 25Svn i?l-fS°IIS hana n$§ n t S B B N P' " Wl'1* ' « « • " 
nale deer nule deer 
Ectoparasites of Collection BBHP, TX 1972 Loonis and Jahn 




r i O l l i REFERENCES 
OBJgCTiVE/sOBJECT siHPLj.»g H£IHOD^Ea»Eics L2Q1IIQS B i l l BIE5E5MC? 
C h e c k l i s t of c h i g g e r s C o l l e c t i o n BBNP, TX 1972 I g g a i s and Hrenn 
Hountain l i o n e c o l o g y Capture, r a d l o - t e l e n e t r y , BBNP. TX 1972-76 BcBride 1976 
Caraen Ht. f i e l d o b s e r v a t i o n , p e l l e t 
c o u n t s o b s e r v a t i o n , s c a t 
analysis 
?axonony Electrophoresis BBNP, TX 1973 Xvise et al. 197 0 
_£E2II§£!15 boylii OS-Hexico 
Rattlesnake coabat ritual ObserTatioa Dauas Zoo 1973-70 Carpenter et al. 197 
Seasonal,production in the Estiaated density and sire ISEDilla Plat 1973-70 Crawford 1976 
desert •lllipede class structure by reaoring fiBNP, TX 
speciaens, aeasured bioaass, Jornada Exp. 
caloric values of aillipedes Ranqe, NN 
Ecology and reproductive Collection BBNP, TX 1973-70 Easterla 1975 
observation of Tantilla 
CSpjri cugalata 
Bediteranean gecko observation Rip Grande 1973-70 Easterla 197B 
In BBHP Villaqe, BBNP, 
TX 
Behavior ofColiaa warbler Observation Boot Sprinqs, 1973 Robinson 1973 
at Boot Springs BBNP, TX 
foraging ecology Observed rate of foraging 00 jca NE 1973 Schuaacher and Whitf 
2 Chihudquan Desert activity; aeasured soil of Las Cruces, 1970 
ant species surface leap,, air teap. NH 
and rel. huaidity; estiaated 
nuaber of foraqers per 
colonies by species with 
Lipcoln net hod; aeasured 
critical teaperatures 
FIONA REFERENCES 
0BJEC_T1VEZSUBJECT SAHPLJ.IG. HIIHOD^REHIRKS t2£ill2!l 2*1? 51EIEIHQ? 
Spatial and teappcal Saapling-quadrat and quarter Jornada . 1973 Schuaacher and Hhitf 
yariation in Chihuahuan aethods experiaental 1976 
Desert ant coaaunities ranqe, HH 
Recent bird research Personal experience, , BBNP, TI 1973-78 Scott 1978 
sightings at BBRP obserxation, literature rexiew 
Harlequin Quail release Captured at niqht using Noqales, IE 1973 Waner 1973 
dogs and nets Pine Canyon 
BBNP, TI 
status of peregrines in Literature retiey, airplane Europe,, Hunt 1979 
Europe and H.l, as surxey, obserxation N. Aaetica, 
coapared to Chihuahuan Chihuahuan 
Desert Desert 
Food habits of aule deer Ruaen contents of 96 deer Pecos Co., TI 1979-75 Feller 1970 
vere analyzed. 
Study of conpetitlon Narked, censused §EIB e TJy e Hil l s» 1979-77 Dunhan 1978 
Surxey of.peregrine falcons Obserxation Chihuahuan 1979-75 Hunt 1975 
in the chihuahuan desert desert 
Surxey of axiaq usage Obserxation gathered BBNP, TI 1975-76 Allen 1977 
of Ag&xe haxardiana oxer 316 hrs. (Basin of the 
Chisos Ht.) 
Identify axian use Obserxation, nectar BBNP, TI 1975-76 Allen and Neill 
patterns of Agaxe saaples collected in a 1979 






OBJECTITE/SOBJECT SLNPtllS. 15I!12kVS5fl*EE5 L2S4II2B Dili ESZlEEfiCS 
Terrestrial aaaaals in Saapled rodents at 18 BBNP, TI 1975-76 998&r and Schaidlr 
riparian zone of Bio riparian sites, each for 720 1977 
Srande BBNP trap ni.gn.ts for total of 12,960 
trap nights - trapped 1292 
rodents froa 2 faailies, 
trapped specificaly for 
Ecology of huaaingbirds Listing,of plant,species, BBNP, TX 1975-76 Kuban 1977 
in Chisos Ht. in territories, insects in 
nectar, light intensities, plant 
chacteristics of species 
used by huaaingbirds 
Belatioaship of rainfall and Collection Northeastern 1975-77 Beynolds 19R2 
season to afctirity of snakes Chihuahua, NX 
lctlrLty cycles of 3 Transect census Bolson de 1976 Barbault 1977 
syapalrlc lizards of the Napiai Bolson Napiai, NX 
fesourpe partitioning Transects,,collected Southern 1976-79 Barbault and Haury 
in a Chihuahuan Desert for stoaach content Desert, near 
lizard coannnity analysis Ceballos, NX. 
1, D, H, T. of ripariaa 18 sites along the Bio Grande BBNP. TXand 1976 Boeer 1977 
aaaaals and plants, issess were trapped for snail aaaaals. Rio Grande 
relationships between Tr-SH, Barahart lire-traps, Birer 
risitor usage and lirestock gopher traps. Tegetatire 
iapact on biological canopy corer was aeasured. 
resources.J-Dipodoays ordii Subjectire eraluations were 
attenuates $53 PefSaJsSas ~ aade of huaan effect, lirestock 
Ifncofas tezanus" ~ effect, site description, and 
wildlife characteristics for 
each of 64 sites 
r i O U BKrEBEHCES 
OBJECTITB/SOBJECT SIHPIT.NJ HIIgOD^BENIBKS kOCAJIOIl 2»I? E5E155SQE 
Bearer One aonth fieldvork along BBHP, TI 1976 r§rieT a n d C o n n o r 
plgestlre entries of Cheaical and paper. BBMP, TX Nunez and Crawford 
the desert ai.lli.pede chroaotography Analyses 1976 
Incubation, batching. Collection Lagltas,!! 1976 Gallo and Reese 
aid description of 197B 
hatchings of the 
reticulated gecko 
Organization of snail Transects established, Bolsoo de 1976-79 Greno and Serrano 
aaiaal populations in capture/recapture Hapiai, HI, 1980 
the Hapiai Bolson 
Snail aaaaals and habitat 100-500 a transects and Bolson de 1976-80 Greoot and Serrana 
partitioning a pernanent plots Hapiai, HI 1981 
?tatus of the peregrine Obserration, aerial surrey Chihuahua and 1976-78 Hitchcock 1978 alcon in the western Durango, HI 
Chihuahuan Desert 
Surrey of peregrine Aerial reconnaissance, CHIP and 1976 Johnson 1976 
falcons and zofie-tailed ground surreys, tine- BBHP, TI 
harks in BBIP and CHIP lapse photography. 
obserration froa blinds 
Actirity cycles of 500-7Sn transects Bolson de 1976-78 Haury 1981 
Deteraine nectar conposition Cbenical,analyses Qf nectar, BBNP, TI 1976 Neill and Allen 
aad arian use of igare obserration of birds using 1979 





2BI£CTiTK/SaBJECr S18PJ.I_HG. HJTHOg^HEBABKS L°£»irON DAJE BSriEIHC? 
Structure and dynaaic3 of Listened at station for 15 nin. Bolsop de 1976-78 Thiollay 1979 
a southern Chihuahuan avian and counted all birds seen HapLnl, HI 
connunity or heard within 50 neters 
for Index of abundance 
Bird connunities Tine-area counts, transects B O I S O Q de 1976-78 ThiollaT 1981 
Hipim, HI 
foraging ecology in Exanined nests,for,species, Jornada 1976 ihltford et al. 
Pheidole (seed harvesting Measured foraging intensity Experinental 19*6 
ants) (counting nuaber of foragers Ranqe, HH 
returning to nest in 2 nin, 
renoved forage fron workers 
to exanine conpositlon 
?ater turnover rate Injection with heavy Chihuahuan 1977 Qreoot and Serrano 
n 5 Chlauauhuan Desert water Desert 1979 
rodents 
rood habits and parasites Collection, analysis gf Hear 1977-78 Howard 1981 
of sealed guail in food habits and parasites Sanderson, 
southeastern Pecos Co. Texas 
Texas 
rirst, record of lztec Observed and photographed Bpot Springs, 1977 Holf 1978 
thrush In 0. S. seen Chisos fit. 
la Chisos Ht. BBHP, TX 
Status of kit fox Trapped and radio-collared Trans-Pecos 1978 McLaughlin 1979 
In frans-Pecos Texas Texas 
Bird records for 1978 Observation, interview BBHP, TX 1978 Scott 1978 
Establish intonation base Bap riparian veg. , BBHP, TX 1980-81 Stronq 1982 
or beaver and Cottonwood identify areas used by bearer, 
at BBHP identify plants eaten, 




QBJECTITE/S OBJECT S^HPLIJCG HBTHOD^BENIBKS LOCATION. 2*1?- 5??I»?!}CE 
Hanageient of bearer Cottonwood and willow stands BBNP, TI 1980-81 Stronq and Bissonattc 
ana Cottonwood were napped, as were areas 1981 
of bearer activity. 
Hone range and habitat Telenetry, 6 adults and Pecos Co., 1980 Vanpler 1981 
Sreference of adult nule 22 fawns collared TX eer and nortali.tr of fawns 
Horenent of water bugs Hark and recapture r?^ f Dari3 Co., 1981 Thonas 1982 
Histprr and characteristics Collecting, analysis of NE Hexico Banqs 1925 
of the colna warbler available data 
iildllfe in proposed BBNP Collection, obserration BBNP, TX Snith 1916 
Wildlife surrey of Big Obserration, interviews with Big Bend Johnson 1937 
Bend area local residents area, TX 
8ew subspecies.of Collection, analysis of Brewster Co., Bryant 1939 
_iPJ29.2"I5 2E9.il species TI 
Diurnal lepidoptera in Collection Biq Bend Tinkhan 19UU 
Big Bend area area, TI 
Status and range of . Collection, analysis of Brooks and Hanilton 1997 
P3eudenys 3cripta gaigae of literature Shacklefold 
Co., TX 
Orthoptera in the Big Collection Biq Bend Tinkhan 19U8 
Bend area area, TX 
Bannals of San-Luis Examination of.specinens, San Lois Dalquest 1953 
Potosi records and literature Potosi, HI 
i—• 
o 
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c* 
F 1 0 H BEPEHEHCES 
2BJE£TITE^S0BjBCT SABPLl^Kg 55I80D/BEH1BKS, LOCallSc1 Q U E BEESEEE'CS' 
Geographical variation in analysis of speciuens pf Berico Tan Tyne 1953 
the Blue-throated Bluer throated humingbird Arizona 
huuuingbird fori in Beiico, Arizona, Chisos Bt., 
Chlsos Bt. BBKP, TI 
Slid aniaal and arthropod Collection, tissue sanples Maratholn and Binton 1955 
vectors of disease Alpine to 
Bio Grande 
River, TI 
Mountain lion records List of observations BBKP, TX Wallio 1955 
linals of Coahuila, Collection Coabuila, Baker 1956 
Beiico flezico 
Relict species in Review of available Chihuahuan Nilstead 1960 
Chihuahuan Desert data Desert 
?ew.bat subspecies froi Collection Coabuila, Stains 1957 
oahuila Mexico 
J ddltigpal suedes,of Collection Biq Bend Gloyd 1958 
ragonfIi.es froi Big Bend area, TI 
area 
Lucifer huiuingbird Observation Brewster Co., ?Siicn a n d Pulich 
Birds in BBKP in winter Observation BBNP, TI Bauer 1967 
Checklist of BBKP uauuals Observation and literature BBKP, TT Bauer 1968A 
Check of birds of Observation, collection, and BBKP, TI Bauer 196RB 
I — 1 
o 
riOll REFERENCES 
pBJBCTiYg/saBjEcr SASPBIHG. ana2B^SI5»BES k°SltI°!t gin 5ILI-I?CE 
Hanningbirds in BBKP Observation BBKP, TI Rauer 1969 
Spotted bat behavior Captive observation Easterla and Eastarl* 
Energetics of desert Heasarenent pf rainfall, ., SE AZ Chew and Chew 1970 
•annals aabient and Barrow tenp., lire 
trapping, narking, laboratory 
•etabolic neasarnents 
Dlstribgtlon of 2 lizards Obseryed lizards.at different P.ip.8 Canyon, Lucchino 1970 
and factors affecting elevations, sanpled yegetation BBaP, TI 
distribution of diversity, neteorloqical 
Cpepjdophoris tigr.is observation 
Checklist of snails Observation BBHP, TI Pratt 1971 
Crevice spiny lizard Stonach analyses BBHP, TI 3qyth a n d "il-stead 
Birder's guide to Observation BBHP, TI Bauer 1971 
Spinal behavior of Observation, single,frane . Texas and Bhitson 1971 
the greater road- analysis or. 16nn filns and oklahona 
rnnner spectrographic analysis of 
tape recordings 
Ecology of rock squirrel Observation, collection, Brewster Co., Lavton 1973 
in Chinaahuan Desert analysis of food habits TI 
Checklist of birds reported Review of available data BBHP, TI Easterla 1973 





OBJECTjTg/soBJBcr SAHPLIHG 5?in92^£a*RE5 L2C1II2!! SITS BSESESHQ? 
Photos of Puerto Photos OS - Hexico Walthall 19*9 
Rico Sine 
Ecological distribution of Observation, collection BBNP, TX Pratt 197* 
Ecology *nd systeaatics Analyses BBKP, TX Deal 1975 
Bed bat ta Ht. Ewory Review of available data fit, Enory, Easterla 1975 
Cave, Chisos fit. Chisos tit. , 
BBHP, TX 
Beaver activity along Observation Rio Grande , Connor and Peeler 
the Bio Grande froi Cottonwood 1976 
Canyon to 
R.G. Villaqe 
gse of raiarii Study of beaver, Cottonwood BBHP, TX Sefiley and Connor 
y HencaTi-Derver Taeatiz populations 1976 
Haaials of Trans-pecos Examination of species Trans-Pecos. TX Schaidlv 1977 
records 
Evaluation of inject Collections, testing BBHP, TX Walter and Lucht 197 
aid disease conditions 
A eountain lion kill Observation Chihuahuan Tan Pelt 1977 
in southwestern Texas Desert 
Significance of Rio Grande Literature review Rio Grande Wauer 1977 
riparian systen to froi Big 
avifauna Bend area 
to Anistad, TX 
t — » 
o 
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r i O K l R E F E R E N C E S 
opjECTiTE/SDBJECT Si3.£kL!lG NEIJIOD^TIMtEE5 L2CiII23 BilB EEEIEnS? 
Resource p a r t i t i o n i n g in Stoaaph a n a l y s i s Bolson do B a r b a u l t e t a l . 
Bolson de Hapiai Duranqo, HZ 
B i o l o g i c a l and t a x o n o a i c Banding, t r a n s e c t s , s p e c l a e n Blq Bend a r e a , G a l l u c c l 1978 
Jt a t u s of whi te -winged a n a l y s i s TI 
o r e s 
Herpetofannal d i v e r s i t y Bolson de Grenot e t a l . 1979 
Hapiai, HI 
Tiionoiic,status,, .. Cranial and antler aeasareaents Big Bend Krausian et. al. 197' 
distribution and habitat area, TI 
of Caraen Ht. white-tailed 
deer 
Carrion coaaunities in the Daily carcass observations Otero and Dona NcKinnernev 1978 
northern Chihuahuan Desert ina Co., HH 
El Paso Co., TI 
Structure and seasonal Recorded nuaber of colonies Jornada Bhltford 1978 
activity of Chihuahuan by species with randoa Experlaental 
Desert and connnnities square aeter plo£s, niqht Range, SB 
saapling along fixed 
belt transects 
leg-physiological ,, , Testing Rosillos Eickaeier 1979 
differences between hiqh Mountain, Trans-
and low Clfl species Pecos, TI 
EoptalitY, hpae range, Radio telenetry Brewster Co., TI Tucker 1979 
abitat and behaviof of 
pronghorns antelope fawns 
FIU11 BEFEHEHCES 
OBJECTITE/SyBJECT SlMPLllIC HBTHOD/BEBlBKS L221IIQ! 2AI5 E5E5E5BC? 
Hercury concentration? in Collection of agnatic and Terlinqna, TI Khan 1981 
terrestrial and aqnatic terrestrial arthropods, 
arthropods near Terlingua dithtzone lethod to analyze 
lining district aercury 
Westing biology of Observation £9.astai 5*» Hook 1981 
TaiToptinus •onedgloides BBWP TI, 
ttS Iiit5|Is"rcsriSta:|g- Brisbane Austr. 
Westing behavior of Observation TI Hook 1981 
£££••129.5 £§ntralis 
Spatial organization of Stratified censuses Bolson de BaD r T and Barbault 
Dnranqo,' HI 
Spacial distribution of Bolson de t̂tSB0*" ant* Serrano 
coaaunities in the Dnranqo, HI 
Ckihuahuan Desert 
Structure of,bird Regression analysis and BBHP, TI and Parker 1982 
communities in Worth Brayton-CurtIs ordinations western U.S. 
laerican deserts based on tazonoaic and 
functional composition of plant 
and bird coaaunities in 9 study 
areas in Western U.S. 
H — • 
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USE AND ETrECTS REPEHENCES 
aBH£IHIZ§n5J5CT SiHPLIBG HETHOg^HEHlBKS kOCAJIOM DAJE 5??IE??Cg 
LegislatiTe gexelgpaents Personal experience BBHP, TX 1930-33 Raqstaff 1968 
ia the creation of BBHP 
lccpnodations at the Observation BBNP, TX 1997 Dear 1997 
newly created BBNP 
Description of canyons Obserratlon Vi8uT.on5 o f 1998-99 Sprecher 1951 
Insecticides in BBHP Collected lizards, birds, BBNP and 1966 Appleqate 1970 
rodents and sanples of La-)itas, TX 1968 
soil a n a vegetation froa 
8 sites in or near BBNP 
Effect of, use on , Teq. transects, species BBHP, TI 1969 Whitson 1979 
xeg. of chisos basin composition frequency, 
percent coxer 
General aanaqeient plan Proposal BBHP, TX 1970-79 OSDI 1980c 
Heronry content in,, Sanples collected froa 10 sites BBHP, 1973 Ouaas 1979 
water, soil, and silt in the Terllngua-BBHP area, Brewster Co., 
oxidized aercury reduced to TX 
eleaental aercury. absorption 
of ultra-violet llqht by 
aercury vapor recorded 
Bercury content in Lizards,were collected froa 6 BBHP,and 1973 Gallagher 1979 
lizard organs sites, 2 within BBHP Terlinqua Creek, 
Deteraine levels of Soil, silt..lizards, fish, BBHP, TX 1979 Houston 1975 
aercury in BBHP and alee, and aillipedes were 
Terligua Mining District analyzed to deteraine 
concentration of aercurv 
i—• 
i — • 
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OSK 1HD ErPECIS BErEHEHCES 
&BiICTiTg/suBJEcr SiHEkiNg BISB2B^EiailE§. k2S*tlQS- 5*1? ??????!!?.? 
Demonstrate utility of Proa a file of 3046 Bio Grande 1975-77 Ailing 1978 
mandatory bacicountry backoountry permits 36 BBHP, TI 
permits as a sgurce of data, variables mere identified: Hlver, TX 
continuation of baseline first day of visit, length of 
data monitoring system and stay, residence, number of 
integration of such a boats, number of people in 
system into park management party, float trip. 
breakdown of sections of river 
floated, and location of 
campsites 
Provide description of 819 permits citing river road BBHP, 1975-76 Dittanet al. 
camping parties and use use were stratified By TX 1977 
patterns along the River month and location. A 
Road. Identify visitor sample of 998 was taken from 
perception of impacted this group and sent a 
parameters and management- mail questionnaire. Questionnaire 
related issues. Evaluate packages included a 9 page 
backcounty permit system questionnaire, cover letter, map 
and a self-addressed stamped 
envelope. 295 usable responses 
were received. 
Identify motivation and Pile of 329 float trip _ „ Bio Grande 1975-76 Graefe 1977 
level of satisfaction of permits (June •75-,76i at BBHP River and 
river floaters on the office, sample stratified by BBHP, TX 
Bio Grande date and location of trip. 
Ill data were collected using 
naif-out questionnaires. 38 
motivational items were listed. 
Bespondents were asked to 
rank each item on a scale 
of importance. 
Investigate physical Visitor use analysis, BBHP, 1975-76 Scbmidlv and Ditton 
effect of visitors on the subjective site evaluation, TI 1976 
riparian corridor biotic community analysis (rodent 
trapping), and photographic 
site establishment 
p—• 
DSE AID EFFECTS BEFEHEHCES 
aailcilIIZsggjECT S|H£Liii5 HIIIOB^S5!lilE5 LBC-IIBI Bill E?CSESB'CE 
Effects of huian inventory of small Rio Grande 1975-76 Schildly and Ditton 
activity on riparian iiiitls at 18 sites, subjective Hirer and 1979 
habitat eyaluation sheets for 69 BBHP, TZ 
riparian sites, reqetation 
analyses, analysis of backcountry 
and rirer use permits (question-
naires sent to peraittees). 
observation and photographic 
site establishment (campsites) 
Pesticide and silrex.. Gas chromatography HcKinney and 1976 Environiental 
concentrations of wells in oak Springs, Consultants, Inc. 
BBHP BBBP, TZ 1976 
Impact of livestock BBHP- identified primitive Anistad 1976-77 Schmidly jnd 
ana recreational use campsites In riparian zones. Recreation Ditton 1980 
at BBHP and Anistad used subjectire site eralaation Area and BBHP, 
Recreational Area sheet to check human impact, TZ 
monitored rodent population and 
analyzed reqetation by canopy 
cower. ABA- 3 study sites: 
(1) campsite- analyzed use with 
registration forms, obserration, 
and photos, (2) adjacent 
overgrazed and (31 nonqrazed 
areas-lire trapped and 
marked small mammals, measured 
reqetation with point centered 
quarter method, and at all 3 sites 
point-quadrant method 
Evaluating satisfaction of Questionnaire to . Bio Grande 1976 Tailor and Garefe 
float trip experiences float trip participants to liter, BBNP, TZ 1978 
evaluate motives and satisfaction 
concerning float trip experience 
Pictorial data base Air craft and spacecraft BBHP, TZ 1977 Bonner 1978 
photos 
LO 
USE 1ID EFFECTS REFERENCES 
OBJgCTITE/SUBJECT S»HP.LT.«£ 5IU22^SES18KS kOCIIION 2*1? BICEESNCg 
Determine spatial 9059 backcountry use peraits BBNP, 1980-81 Dillon and Bobbit 
and teaporal distribution, were exaained to deterainine TX 1982 
aode of transport wpthin area use levels within 
backcountry, and origin all areas of BBNP 
of user and user characteristics. 
Fire use plan and Regroyth studied on Chigos Ht. , 1980 Qrlese and Warren 
report tot Boot Canyon eiperlnental plot BBNP, TX 1980 
air quality at BBHP particulate cheaistry BBHP, TX 1980-81 Tarborough and "arret 
Report to MPS Presented to branch BBNP, TI Toll 193Ua 
of planning 
Boundary line reports 6 reports of recoaaendations BBHP, TX OSDI 1935 
Description of proposed Hot specified BBNP area, Vinton 1936 
Description of BBNP Personal experience BBNP, TX Tillotson 1992 
Developing BBHP Observation BBNP, TX Tilden 1995 
pevelopaent of Meeting between international Biq Bend Horelock 1938 
International Peace Park Park developer officials area, TI, HI 
I ,P r2X8 < 1 range conditons Literature review, personal BBNP, TX Harwell 1999 
In BBNP experience 
TexIsS!ifl
CH?etation plots »•••»•«••••* of transects BBHP. TX M ^ 7
0 c h a n d K i t t a , s 
i — » 
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4^ 
USE 1HD ErPECTS BEFEBENCES 
QBJECTITE/SUBJECT SIHJXIBS BJII&E^BSa*EE-L L&CAT.T.O.N DATE EIF.1EI5CE 
Historic Bespurces Literature reTiew and BBNP, TI PC9XD a n d Wauer 
Hanagenent Plan park tiles 196a 
Insecticides in Sanpled soil, vegetation and Presidio Appleqate et al. 
Presidio Basin fauna along transect leading Basin, TI 1971 
out of sprayed cotton field; 
sanpled well water and water 
frow Bio Grande 
wilderness study Proposal for inclusion of wore BBNP, TI USDI 1971 
boundary 
Developenent concept for Proposal to alleviate adverse BBNP, TI USDI 1975a 
Chisos Basin, BBNP environnental danage to Chisos 
Basin 
Pinal enyironneital Proposed wilderness BBNP, TI USDI 1975 
statenent classification 
Land,ns8 aod ecological. Literature search, personal Chisos (It., Wauer 1975 
Iiplications for the Chisos experience BBNP, TI 
8t; 
7 l C e e C O l ° q T Iliab!!sh.lnf eof apg^Snent B U N P T T S * - ' Dj^k-Peddle 
plots, fuel level estimates, 
analysis of fire and 
tree ring data 
i—• 
USE HID EFFECTS R E F E R E N C E S 
2&J1£IIIE/S5BJI£T s»H£Lijn; BBIHOD^BBHIR^S IJCAIIQI! D U E EEESiEiKS 
Becreation and livestock Study'of aerial photos, Rio Grande. Pitton et al. 
Impact on the riparian conducted float trips River, BBNP, TI 1977 
zone of the Bio and identified riparian areas, 
Grande in BBNP analyzed visitor use fron 
visitor permit system, did 
subjective site evaluation for 
riparian areas, used cluster 
analysis and principle component 
analysis to structure the 
site evaluation data base, 
sampled biological resources at 
riparian sites (trapped rodents 
at 18 different sites for 
6 nights with 120 Shernan live 
traps and correlated with 
hunan and livestock use 
g nvironaental assessment of Proposal, assessment BBNP, TI USD! 1977 
evelopmental Concept Plan 
Final environmental Proposal; opinion BBNP, TX 05DI 1979a 
statement in naster plan 
Hanagenent of BBNP Proposal; opinion BBNP, TX USDI 1979 
Development of aercury Literature review Trans-Pecos Shame 19B0 
lining in Trans-Pecos Texas 
Texas 
Tourist guide to BBNP Beview pf available data; BBNP, TX Deckert 19B1 
personal experience 
Environmental assessment for Proposal of 2 alternative Rio Grande USDT. 1990 
the general development plan strategies for development River, TX 




USE AMD EFFECTS REFERENCES 
OEJECTiTE/soBJECT SiaEiigs ?JfB22^EIrl»EES k°CsIi°I D-JJE 5II5EE!!CI 
Pice management plan Proposal; recommendations BBNP, TZ USDI 1980b 
Local participation in Literature reviev Hapiai and Hichilla Halffter 1981 
development of and Biosphere Reserves 
conservation in the Duranqo, NX 
Hapiii Reserve 
Nercury transport near Grid sampling of bedrock Study Butte, Horahan 1981 
Study Butte alluvium; stream sediment and TI 
bank surreys; qrid and 
bank sampling of reqetation 
Contamination levels in Collection Rest Texas OSDI 1982 
songbirds in Texas 
Determine particulate and Collection of air samples; BBNP, Tarborough 
risibility paraaeters for trace elemental analysis TI and Hover 1983 
Big Bend with atoaic absorption 
spectrophotoaetry analysis of 
vet precipitation saaples 
Potential locations for Observation Biq Bend Russell 
longhorn range in area, TZ 
Biq Bend area 
Environmental assessaent Proposal for improved road BBKP, TI OSDI 





pBJECTITg/SaBJECT S19.£LII£ £III0D<1EM*E!1S kOClTJOM DATE &1E55?!*?? 
Medic inal use of p l a n t s L i t e r a t u r e r e v i e v BBNP and His tory Foster 1973 
Trans -Pecos ,TI 
TI 
Tegetation changes in BBNP Photography BBNP, TX 1900-present Warnock 1967 
Collecting trip in Big Observation, collection Big Bend 1928 Palaer 1928 
Bend (esp. Chisos) area, TX 
Quantitative vegetation Transects, literature BBNP, TI 1933-69 Warnock 1970b 
Ecology and vegetation Beview of, available data. Northern 1935-36 Lesueur 1938 
of Chihuahua, Mexico observation, exanlnation Chihuahua, NX 
north of 28th parallel 
Plant ecology survey observation, collection BBNP, TX 1935 NcDougall 1935 
Plant collection and. Collection, photographinq BBNP, TX 1935-37 Sperry 1938 
vegetation response in 
exclosures 
Biological survey Survey of plants and aninals Coahuila, TX 1936 Harsh 1936 
Pire history of BBNP, Interviews, teaperature BBNP, TX 1936,1937 Hatthews (n.d) 
•eather data. Insect nonltorlng, rainfall 
collection nonitorinq, insect collecting 
leport on collecting work Collection BBNP, TX 1937 Marsh 
Ecological survey of BBNP 3 nopths field work by 9 BBNP, TX 19«u Taylor et al. 
people, general survey 19 0 0 





0S2I£III£Z52BJIEI SIH.PI.ING HUHOD/BEJIIBJCS. IfiQAiigN. DAJE 5I?BRE?CE 
Field trip through BBNP Observation BBNP. TX 1953 HcDouqall 1953 
to study Vegetation 
Ecological surrey of Happing, observation, BBNP, TX 1955 Harnoch, Dixon, , 
Big Bend area collection Wallio, Deqenhardt, 
Cobb 1955 
Plant succession,as Transects, BBNP desert 1955-81 Vondzell and Ludviq 
influenced By soil photos qrasslaad 1983 
geoaorphic processes zone, TX 
S l s e r F s I r S ^ r i i H f v S ^ S ^ valle}r°D 1958"59 ^U " ' Che" 
coanunity teaperature, rainfall, air SE Irizona 
aorenent; detailed aeasure-
aents of plant density and 
corer taken froa line strips, 
quadrats; weighed and aqed 
selected Larrea Shrubs; aeasur-
ed seed crops in line-strips; 
exaained growth and 
rate of growth; calculated 
voluae , aqe and standinq dry 
weight 




Study of vegetation dynaaics Vegetation saaplinq using Boot Canyon 1969 Gehlhach 1965 
and nuaan ltpact on plants transects, plots and line- BBNP and 
in Boot and HcKittrlck intercept aethods HcKittrick 
Canyons Canyon GHNP, TX 
Collect baseline woody Pata collected on distri- BBNP, TX 196U Gehlhach 1965 
plant data for Boot button abundance, and size 





OBJECTiTE/SDBJEcr §.»!iEil5S 85ia°:2ZE?!lii55 tSQUlSK Bill" EEIEEEECS 
remanent wegetation plots Abundance, size, and,dlstri- BBNP, TX 1964 Whitson 1965a 
n Boot Canyon bution>of plants within plots 
Deteraine structure of Modified point-center quarter BBNP, TX 1964 whitson 1965b 
woody plant species of 
Boot Canyon 
Phytocoenology in Boot Established permanent plot Chisos Ht. 1964 whitson 1965 
Canyon sites; saapllng BBNP, TX 
Phytocoenology of Boot Cottaa-Curtis point-centered Chisos Ht. 1964 Whitson 1965 
Canyon quarter aethod, transects BBNP., TX 
aspen surrey Tally and aeasureaent of DBH Ht. Eaory 1965 Burr 1966 
of dead and liwing trees BBNP, TX 
Vegetation of dead Horse Obserwation R?ad H8E8e , 9 6 5 Nells 1965 
Hacrolichens in BBNP Heyiew of collections, BBNP, II 1966,69,70 Wetaore 1976 
collecting 
Effects of fire Obserwation atc10 burned Carlsbad 1967-72 Kittaas 1973 
areas, 0.1 - 95 acres. Careens, NH 
Dypaaics of wegetation- Vegetation transects, soil BBNP, TX 1967-6S Whitson 1970 
soil relationships sal pies 
Habitat description of Obserwation Marathon, TI 1969 Dawis 1969 
•Igat-Blooalng Cereus Phoenix, 1Z 
Ecology of the giant Field obserwation BBNP, TX 1969-71 O'Nell 1971 
IBGBTXTlON REFERENCES 
afii5CTiII^S0 6JE£T SiagiiBS HETBOB^jHilES kOC»H2K 9.115 RgFggEMCE 
vegetation coiposition in 11 line transects (permanent) BBBP, TX 1969 ffKR00* 
Hoaitor vegetation Circulac plots BBBP, TX 1970 Barnock 1970a 
Description of vegetation Observation Boguillas 1971 Riskind 1971 
of lower canyons Of Rio Canyon. BBBP 
Grande and Aalstad 
Reservoir, TX 
Ecology, Morphology, and Transect lines, observation, BBBP, TX 1972 Green 1973 
distribution of Hechtia and Microscopic techniques 
scariosa 
Effects, of soil apisture Treatnent plots receive, New Mexico 1923"7l* Cunninqhaa et al. 
availability on above ground Moisture: Vegetative and State univ. 1979 
production and reproductive reproductive growth were Rancho Dona 
allocation in creosotebush Measured ana County, 
Nil 
Cacti of BBNP Literature search, observation BBBP, TX 1979-78 Kurz 1979 
Deterninechronpsoae BBNP. 1975-82 feedin and Powell 
nuabers of cacti Trans-Pecos, 1982 
TX 
Effects of fertilization Measured bioaass production Jornada Exp. 1977 Ettershan 
on creosotebush and before and after nitroqen Range, Las et al. 1978 
fluff grass fertilization Cruces, NB 
Control of creosotebush Measured response pf , Port 1978-79 JaCoby et al. 
with pelleted tebuthiuron herbaceous vegetation followinq Stockton, 1982 





lliBCTITB^SOBJECT SL&fltlHii HIIHOD^BEHARKS kOClIION DAJE R?r?ES5CE 
Tariations and inter- Fieldobservation, collection Trans-Pecos 197B Lott 1979 
relationships of aquileqia aad disposition of TI 
populations of Trans-Pecos aorphological speciaens 
Texas 
Tegetation aonitorinq Vegetative paraaeters of BBNP, TX 1978 Hoir 1980 
11,375 • sqhare plots in the 
Chrsos (Its. vera collected as 
baseline data 
Erapiqed lichens in BBHP Review of collections, BBHP, TX 1980 Vetnore 198 1 
as indicators of air present in area in previous 
quality studies, coapared current 
Ehotos to old photos, tagged photographed dead tree 
linbs with lichens 
Natural landaarks inventory Inventory Nil, TX 1981-82 ?aS^ an!* P e Q Q i e 
Sstablish survey plots in Veqetation saaplinq BBHP, TI 1981-82 (leents and rioir 
esert grassland 1982 
Percent vegetation on Line transects on U plots BBHP, TX 1931 Heents and (loir 
grassland plots 
Effects of fire on , Control burn, experiaental BBNP, TI 1981 (loir and 
Chisos Bts. vegetation and control blots Heents 1981 
Coapare floral ontogeny Collected floral buds, fix BBNP, TX 1982 Derstine 1982 
Plants of Brewster Collection Brewster Co., 5 R e l r T a n d Harnock 








OBJgCTITE/S OBJECT 5i!l£tI"lG BUHOD^BEfllBlSS L2S1HSB Sill EIIIBISQI 
Plant identification Collection BBNP, TX BcDouqall and Spercy 
Big Bend ecological surrey Record of reqetation transects Panther Ballno 1955 
Junction, 
BBHP, TX 
Vegetation surrey Report, photos BBHP, TX Varnoch 1955 
New rust funqi froa Collection, description Big Bend Cumins 1965 
the Big Bend of Texas area, TX 
Bioaes of Big Bend I preliminary descriptire BBNP, TX Gelbach 1966 
outline 
Lichens collected in BBNP Collection BBNP, TX Betnore 1969 
History of land use Historical records BBNP, TX Bauer 1970 
and abuse 
Cacti of BBNP Literature review, observation BBNP, TX Bauer 1970 
Oaks of BBNP Eerier of available data, BBNP, TX Bauer 1971 
personal experience 
Boss flora of BBNP Collections BBNP, TX Naqill 1972 
Bare and/or endangered Review of available data Texas Piskind 197U 
cacti of Texas 
Taxonoiv and key.for Review of available data Chihuahuan Glass and Poster 
genus Echinoeastis Desert 1975 
TEGETiTION REFERENCES 
OBJECTIVE/SUBJECT SkHELtMS. !1£IS22ZSI!1*SE§ L2£iIlQB 241? SSEISEHSg 
Ecology of Chorro canyon collection of Toucher Chorro Burns 1976 
ecosystei speciaens of plants and Canyon, 
aninals Presidio Co., TX 
Bosses of BBNP Collection BBNP, TX Hagill 1976 
S?eSfii6nl1 RB o e c D a r l ^ • Collection, reriev of BBNP, TX Warnock 1976 
Fire ecology Reconnaissance Chisos (It. Dick and Paddie 
sanpling, establishment of BBNP, TX 1977 
pernanent plots, fuel lerel 
estimates, fire and tree 
ring data analyses 
Identify vegetation of Identification Cuatro,Cienegas Pinkava 1977 
Cuatro Cienegas Basin Chihuahua, (IX 
Transportation and Exapined effect of seasng, Chihuahuan Tipton 1977 
propagation of root pruning, and transpir- Desert area 
Chihuahuan desert ation reduction on transplanted 
shrubs 
flodel of priiarr Sinulation, nodeling Chihuahuan Cunninghan and Refnol' 
productioh in creosotebush Desert area 197a 
L ^ D r o . ! ^ Obserxation BBNP. TX S.ith 1979 
F,cg-physiological ,, • Testinq Rosillas Bt., TX Eickneier 1979 
differences Between high 
and low CAR species 
Forest and yegatation Precise plotting and , Chisos (It. (loir 1990 
aonitering accurate reporting nethods 
TBGET1TI0B BEPEBENCES 
2I15CTITE/SDBJECT S.HPLIMG 3ETHOE^555ABK5 13CAH2S 3SIE- ElfERENCE 
Effects of prescribed Preburn Teg, sanpling, Brewster Co., TX Gavin 1982 
fire on production prescibed fire, rainfall 
utilization, and nutritional Monitoring, postparn vegetation ralue of alkali sacaton production sanplinq n Brewster Co. 
fire history in Chisos Sten,sect ions of trees Chisos Ht., Hoir 1982 
Bts. showing basal fire scars BBBP, TX 
Largest trees of BBNP Observation, neasnrenent BBHP, TI Llles 1983 
of tree diaensions 
Endangered cactus species Surveving and nonitorlng Guadalupe Hell and Brack 
t—• 

